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CATALOGUE 58

1 - AMMO BOXES
Three pistol and one rifle MTM plastic ammo boxes. GC
2 - THREE GUN DIGEST BOOKS
1997 Gun Digest, 3rd Edition of Combat Handgunnery and
9mm Handguns 2nd Edition. VGC

18 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE
Soviet Mosin Nagant Carbine. 21” 7.62x54R cal barrel with
original sights and folding bayonet, the receiver dated 46
with Izhevsk arsenal marks as well as US Importers stamp.
Most overall finish GC woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR
13

19 - NAGANT 91/30 RIFLE
Soviet WWII Mosin Nagant rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original sights. Round type receiver with 43 date and
Izhavesh arsenal marks. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC
laminated woodwork with sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR

3 - SIX HOLSTERS
Assorted leather and nylon handgun holsters. GC
10

4 - VINTAGE CALENDERS
Approximatley one dozen 1980/70’s advertising calanders
for Winchester and Remington etc. GC
5 - MG LINK
240 7.62mm Nato Machine Gun link in original 20R packets. ExC NLR
6 - WWI KUKRI
Rare WWWI Gurkha Regiment 2nd Model Kukri fighting
knife. 34cm blade marked COI↑I G 1917 & 37 inspectors
mark. Font is correct size and well stamped. VGC wooden
and brass grip. Complete with leather scabbard. VGC

20 - No.9 BAYONET
SMLE No9 MKI blade bayonet for the No4 rifle with scabbard. ExC
17

21 - No.7 BAYONET
Fighting knife bayonet for the No.4 SMLE rifle with swivel
handle and brown resin grip. Complete with scabbard. GC

14

22 - No.4 SPIKE BAYONET
No.4 MKII Spike bayonet for the SMLE, complete with
scabbard. GC

15

7 - REVOLVER SPEEDLOADER
Bag lot of 8 assorted revolver speedloaders. GC
8 - FLARE GUN PARTS
Brass barrel plus wooden grips, trigger guard and locking
catch for Webley flare pistol. GC NLR

23 - 03’ SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US Military WWII bolt action rilfe. 24” 30.06 cal barrel
with original sights and marked SA flying bomb 11-41. The
chamber marked US SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL
1903 and serial number in the one million two hundred and
fifty two thousand range, metalwork has most overall dark
blue and ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

16

9 - FOUR ARTILLERY SHELLS
Four empty brass NZ Military 2 ½” shells. Two measure 6
¾” in length and two 9 ¾”, 50/60’s vintage. GC

24 - MAS 36 RIFLE
French Military bolt action rifle. 23” 7.5 MAS cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver marked MAS MLE 1936 etc.
Metalwork has near all original Military parkerised finish.
ExC, like new, original woodwork complete with sling. Hard
to find a better example. ExWO&C ALR

10 - BOFARS SHELL
Inert 40mm Bofars gun shell with projectile. The tip of the
projectile is green and marked PLUG firing MK NZ etc.
Shell dated 51. GC NLR
11 - BOFARS SHELL
Similar to previous lot but practice round with dummy black
projectile. GC

18

25 - SWEDISH M38 MAUSER
Swedish Military bolt action rifle. 24½” 6.5x55 cal barrel
with original sights and thread. The receiver with Carl Gustaf makers mark and 1903 date. The bolt is the turned down
type. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original
woodwork complete with swivels, stock disc and cleaning
rod. ExWO&C ALR

19

12 - TWO FUSES
Two British/NZ Military Artillery shell fuses marked N43
MKZ. GC NLR

26 - US M1917 RIFLE
Scarce WWI issue US Military Enfield bolt action rifle. 27”
30.06 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug as well
as marked W flying bomb and 6 18 date. The chamber is
marked U.S. Model of 1917 WINCHESTER and serial number in the three hundred and nineteen thousand range. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC original woodwork
with some minor handling dings. Marked with 131 rack
number and complete with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

13 - NZ TANKARD
NZ Military Commemorative tankard made from salvaged
brass from the North Africa Theatre. Engraved NZ onward
and with battles and dates including Alamein, Tripoli, Crete,
Casino, Florence etc. VGC
24

14 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle.
23” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, stacking hood and
bayonet lug. The receiver with ordnance marks and most
overall blue, thinning in areas. GC original woodwork with
some pitting to the butt plate. G-VGWO&C ALR
15 - SMLE No.1 MKIII RIFLE
Ex India Military Lee Enfield rilfe. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver with ordnance marks and the
wrist marked ERI Ishapore 1936 etc. Metalwork with most
overall blue. VGC woodwork complete with EFD stock disc
and sling. VGWO&C ALR
16 - SMLE No.4 RIFLE
British Military WWII bolt action Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303
cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked No4
MKI* Long Branch 1942. Bolt and receiver are matching.
Metalwork has most original finish. Very good woodwork
VGWO&C ALR
17 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII SMLE carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel
with original sights, flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver with tangent rear is marked No5 MKI and the wrist 1945
England. Metalwork has near all black enamel finish. ExC
beach stock with sling. VGWO&C ALR

27 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24½” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights and marked with Army acceptance eagle
which is also on the chamber with Mauser 42 code and 1939
date. Metalwork with dark patina with some pin pricking
around the rear sight. GC laminate wood stock with reproduction sling. GWO&C ALR

28

25
29
27

Photographs not necessarily to scale

28 - CARCANO CARBINE
Italian WWII period model 1938 carbine. 18” 6.5mm cal
barrel with original fixed sights and folding bayonet. Marked
with caliber, 1941 date and Gardone address. Metalwork has
dark patina with pin pricking on the action and around the
bayonet attachment. GC original woodwork with typical
handling dings complete with sling. GWO&C ALR
29 - SECTIONALISED MORTAR SHELL
Inert cutaway/sectionalised British/NZ Military 2” HE Mortar shell with green and red bands. GC NLR
30 - 2” MORTAR SHELL
Inert British/NZ Military 2” mortar shell. Green finish with
red band and traces of second red band. Also stamped 2”
MORT G.T? GC NLR

2
31 - K98 BAYONET
German WWII K98 bayonet and steel scabbard. Bakelite
grooved grips. 147e and E PACK and S marked on the blued
blade. VGC

43 - AMERICAN BEAUTY BOOK
American Beauty The Pre War National Match Government
Pistol by Mullin. Hard cover, large format, 60 pages, B&W
photos. NEW

34

32 - HEAT SHIELD
Reproduction heat shield and bayonet lug for the Winchester 97 Trench gun. Near all blued finish. VGC

44 - RUGER PISTOL BOOK
Encyclopedia of Ruger Semi Auto Pistols 1949-1992 by
Huddleson. Hard cover, large format, 300 pages with B&W
photos. NEW

33 - MAKAROV AIR PISTOL
Russian MP-654K .177 cal CO2 powered air pistol built
from surplus Makarov pistols. All original blue, plastic grips
and box. Now very hard to find in as new ExWO&C NLR

45 - OWEN SUBMACHINE GUN
Rare Australian WWII 9mm Owen MKI SMG. 10” 9mm
barrel with original muzzle break and sight. Metalwork has
all over sand pitting extra with dark patina and traces of the
original Australian green paint finish to areas. GC original
Bakelite grips and wooden butt stock with paint finish and
aged damage, complete with swivels. This gun is a veteran
bring back from the Pacific Theatre and is in non working
condition with the internal parts seized and requiring restoration. Without magazine. FC CLR

35

34 - TOKAREV TT33 PISTOL
Soviet pre war semi auto pistol. 4½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel, slide with original sights, 1935 date and serial number
matching on the frame. Metalwork has nice original mottled
patina to the slide and areas of original blue on the frame.
VGC original Bakelite grips with Soviet Star motif. Includes
original magazine with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

36

35 - HUNGARIAN M48 PISTOL
Cold War era Hungarian version of the Tokarev TT51 pistol. 4½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel. Slide with original sights and
matching serial number to the frame. Metalwork with near
all blue. ExC Bakelite grips with crest. Includes holster and
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

46 - US GREASE GUN
US Korean War vintage SMG. 7½” .45acp cal barrel. The
receiver with original sights and is marked SUB-MACH
GUN CAL 45-M3A1 and ITHICA GUN CO. Metalwork is
in ExC with near all original parkerised finish. Steel sliding stock and original 30R magazine and flash hider. Fine
example in ExWO&C C&PLR

37

36 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Italian WWII semi auto pistol. 3½” .380 acp cal barrel with
post war British proof, the slide with Gardone address and
1940 date. Frame with Crown RE proof. Metalwork has typical original plum colour to the slide. VGC grips complete
with holster and extra magazine. VGWO&C CLR
37- WWI LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original sight. Chamber dated 1916 and the toggle DWM.
Metalwork has most overall original blue finish with some
speckle staining in the holster and wear spots on the sideplate
and muzzle areas. The small parts have faint straw colours.
The grip strap is unit marked 93.R.5.3. All serial numbers
except the magazine which is the correct type are matching.
Original wooden grips with wear to the front edge. Includes
its VGC original brown leather 1916 dated holster with extra magazine and stripping tool. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
38 - P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel. The barrel is correct WWII but mismatched to the gun and slide
which are matching numbers. The slide is marked P38 byf
44 (Mauser 1944) and Waffen-amt marks also on the frame.
Metalwork with thinning original finish with staining to the
right hand side of the slide. VGC original Bakelite grips and
original magazine. G-WO&C B/CLR
39 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel marked
MARK VI, ↑ etc and sold out of service mark. The frame
is marked WEBLEY 1917 etc. Metalwork with dark patina.
VGC original grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

47 - THOMPSON 1928A1 SMG
US WWII SMG. 13” .45acp cal futed barrel with Cutts compensater and original sights. Receiver with Lyman adjustable sight and all Thompson and US markings with Savage
manufacture prefix. Upper and lower numbers are matching.
Metalwork has near all parkerised finish with some small
areas of loss behind the cocking handle. VGC woodwork
with reproduction forward pistol grip. The gun includes an
original WWII Seymoour products 50R L drum magazine
plus a 20R stick magazine. VGWO&C C&PLR
Estimated $5000-$7000
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49 - THOMPSON SLING
Early WWII, or pre war ‘No Buckl’. Canvas sling for the
1927/28 SMG. Blackened brass fittings with No Buckl logo
and patent dates. GC
50 - MP40 SLING
Original WWII leather sling for the German SMG. Code
mark bdr and 1942 date. VGC

51

51 - STEYR ZEPHYR CARBINE
Vintage Austrian sporting carbine. 19½” blued barrel with
original sights and 1957 proof. The receiver with integral
rail is marked Zephyr & Steyr Daimler, Austria address.
Metalwork has near all original bright blue. ExC checkered
walnut full wood stock with original swivels and its 5R
magazine. One of the nicest examples we have encoutered.
ExWO&C ALR

40 - AMERICAN THUNDER BOOK
The Military Thompson SMG’s by Ianmamico. Soft cover,
large format, 293 pages with B&W pictures. GC
41 - US SUBMACHINE GUN BOOK
United States SMG’s From The American 180 To The 2X-7
by Ianmamico. Soft cover, large format, 480 pages, B&W
pictures. NEW
42 - FN PISTOL BOOK
FN Browning Pistols: Side-Arms That Shaped World History by Vanderlindea. Hard cover, large format, 334 pages
with B&W photos. Excellent reference book. NEW

48 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
German WWII SMG. 10” 9mm cal barrel with original
knurled nut, sight and strengthening rib and Waffen-amt
markings. The reciever is marked MP40 bnz 42 (Steyr
1942). The receiver is also correctly Waffen-amt WaA623
and all visible numbers including the bolt and firing pin are
matching. Metalwork has most original blue with some pinpricking around the sight section and thinning where held.
VGC original dark brown bakelite stock. A nice untouched
matching example. VGWO&C C&PLR
Estimated $5500-$7000

52

52 - ANSCHUTZ 22 RIFLE
Vintage full stock carbine. 20” .22lr cal barrel with original
sights (front without hood and is slightly loose). The barrel
has 1963 proof and the receiver with Anschutz Ulm address
and vintage Bushnell scope. Metalwork with near all original slightly dulling blue. ExC checkered walnut full wood
stock, complete with swivels and 5R magazines. Magazine
catch is missing the plastic cover otherwise VG-ExWO&C
ALR
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65 - MILLS GRENADE
An inert No36 Mills bomb. It has been turned into a money
box with a slot on top and also 4 holes drilled in the side.
GC NLR

53 - STEYR MANNLICHER SL CARBINE
Austrian sporting bolt action carbine. 20” .222 cal barrel
with original sights and hammer forge detailing. Receiver
with Steyr markings, twin set triggers and butter knife bolt
handle. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC
full wood stock complete with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

66 - SMOKE GRENADE AND FLARES
An inert Vietnam era M18 red smoke grenade plus two
L3A2 flare tins containing empty flares. GC NLR

53

54 - BRNO M21 RIFLE
Highly collectable vintage, circa 1950, bolt action sporting
rifle. 23½” 8x57 cal barrel with original sights, markings
and swivel. The receiver is marked Zbrojovka Brno etc and
fitted with high grade Hensoldt Duralyt 6 power scope, in
new condition, and has quick detachable claw mounts. The
action has double set triggers and butter knife bolt handle.
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original
checkered walnut stock with only minor handling marks.
ExWO&C ALR

67 - GRANADE BOOK
An Introduction to British Grenades by Skennerton. Soft
cover, medium format, 55 pages and B&W pictures VGC

55

55 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
Highly collectable vintage German sporting rifle, circa early
1970’s. 24” .308 cal barrel with original sights etc. without
sight hood. The action uses telescopic bolt and is marked
with banner logo and Obendorf address etc. and has couble set triggers. Fitted with Zeiss Diavari 1.5-6x scope and
quick detachable claw mounts. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue finish. ExC checkered walnut stock with
swivels and rubber butt pad. ExWO&C ALR

69 - SMLE No.1 RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield bolt action pre WWI rifle. 25” .303
cal barrel. The wrist is N↑Z and rack number marked as well
as Crown/ER BSA Co SHI LE1. Metalwork retains most
original dulling finish. VGC woodwork without grasping
grooves and has stock disc and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

56 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER CARBINE
Vintage Austrian, circa 1970, model MCA full wood carbine. 20” 30.06 cal barrel with original sights without front
hood. Chamber with Steyr Daimler and model information
etc. plus two tap holes for optic mount with corresponding
holes on the rear of the receiver above the bolt catch, action
has double set triggers and butter knife bolt handle. Metalwork with near all original bright blue finish. ExC full wood
checkered walnut stock with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

70 - 7.62MM SMLE RIFLE
Rare Indian Military .308 cal bolt action rifle based on the
NO1 MKIII*. 25” barrel with original sights. The wrist
marked Rifle 7.62mm R.FI 196?. Metalwork with near all
original Military black enamel finish. VGC original woodwork complete with sling and magazine. VGWO&C ALR

57

71 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British WWI No5 SMLE carbine. 20½” .303 cal barrel with
original flash hider sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is
marked No5 MKIROF (F) and 2/45 date. Metalwork with
most Military black finish. GC woodwork that has been
sanded at some point. Complete with sling and magazine.
VGWO&C ALR

59

57 - S&W MODEL 629 REVOLVER
US double action revolver. 4” .44 Magnum cal barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with no significant handling marks. ExC original walnut S&W logo grips.
Also includes an extra 8” barrel. ExWO&C B/CLR
58 - S&W MODEL 629 REVOLVER
US double action revolver. 8⅜” .44 Magnum cal barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork is in ExC. Pachmayr rubber grips. Includes original blue cardboard box.
VGWO&C B/CLR

68 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield rifle modified to SMLE length
with shorter barrel and forewood. 25½” 303 cal barrel missing foresight blade and rear sight. The wrist is also missing
the lobbing sight and is marked BSA & Co. without acceptance or cypher. Dark overall original finish. GC woodwork
with lobbing sight and range swivel missing magazine otherwise GWO&C ALR

61

69

72 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII bolt action rifle. 31½” 6.5 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber with
type 38 marking but the mon has been removed, bolt has
dust cover with pitting. Metalwork has dark patina. Typical
woodwork shows jungle damage. Includes a reproduction
sling. GWO&C ALR

70

59 - S&W 586 REVOLVER
US double action revolver. 6” .357 cal barrel with full lug
and adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all original bright
blue. ExC original walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

63

60 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
US double action revolver. 4” 357 cal barrel with adjustable
sights. Stainless steel metalwork with minor handling marks
and slight staining to the underside of the trigger guard. GVGWO&C B/CLR

74 - NO5 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the Jungle Carbine or Sterling SMG.
90/10% correct finished blade, twin screw wooden grips,
steel scabbard with blanco frog. VGC

61 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
Very desirable vintage US target pistol. 8¼” .22lr compensated barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all
original matte and bright blue finish. ExC right hand target
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
62 - TAURUS M94 REVOLVER
Brazilian double action revolver. 5” .22 Magnum cal barrel
with adjustable sights. ExC polished stainless steel metalwork and original rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
63 - RIFLE GRENADE
British Military inert WWI No 20 MKI rifle grenade. VGC
NLR
64 - MILLS GRENADE
Inert British Military WWI period No5 hand grenade. Dark
patina with markings on the brass base. VGC NLR

73 - POLISH M44 CARBINE
Cold war era Mosin Nagant carbine. 20½” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights and folding bayonet. The receiver
with Radom arsenal mark and 1952 date. Metalwork has minor traces of finish with grey overall apperance. Woodwork
shows hand use and is carved with possibly a Soldiers name
“Silvia”. Unlike most Polish M44’s this appears to have
seen Military use. FWO&C ALR

71

75 - LEWIS CARRY POUCH
Broad arrow Military marked WWII era canvas pouch believed to be for the Lewis MG. Has a modern leather carry
handle fitted that could be removed otherwise FC

72

76 - SMLE SLINGS
Two unissued WWII Canadian SMLE slings with ordnance
and makers marks. ExC
73

77 - TRENCH PERISCOPE
British WWI Military broad arrow and makers mark periscope 1918 R&J BECK LTD. Brass with most green paint.
GC

4
78 - GERMAN DOOR PLAQUE
Circular convex enamel door plaque. Marked Deutschland
Erwache 1933 & Swastika. Used to indicate Nazi Party
membership. Picked up in Berlin 1945 by US Serviceman.
Some chipping to the edges, measures 15cm diameter. GC

81

89 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
A rare and desirable US Military, original, early WWII
Colt pistol. 5” .45acp cal original barrel. The slide marked
with Colt logo, Hartford address and patent information.
Fitted with original fixed rear and barley corn front sight.
The frame is marked United States property M1911A1 U.S
ARMY and serial number in the 74,000 range for late 1941
making this a very hard gun to find. Seldom seen RS inspectors mark and correctly without cross cannon mark. Metalwork has most nice original parkerised finish. Excellent
original ‘Colt Wood’ plastic grips and original magazine
marked C-L plus extra magazine marked C-R. ExWO&C
B/CLR

79 - NAZI CANDLE STICKS
Pair of brass candle sticks. Swastika base and measures 8½
cm high, shows credible age. ExC
80 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE
WWII German Hitler Youth knife. 137mm blade marked
with Puma Solinger logo. The vicasso RZM marked M 7/27
1938 blade has dark staining and has leather washer. ExC
original grips with correct fish scale Swastika diamond logo.
Complete with steel scabbard and frog. GC
81 - SCHERMULY LINE LAUNCHER
A very hard to find vintage ships rocket line launching pistol
in original case with accessories. The pistol is based of a
flare gun design with 12” 37mm barrel and near all grey
enamel finish. The original wooden crate with instruction
manual, 8 cartridges and 2 containers, 300 yards of wound
rope and 7 rockets in unused condition. ExWO&C NLR

84

90 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI LP08 pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original fine adjustable sights and proofs. The chamber is
dated 1917 and has Army acceptance marks. The toggle is
marked DWM. All visible numbers except the magazine are
matching. The magazine is correct WWI type with no sign
of a number but has proofs. Metalwork retains near all original rust blue finish and traces of straw colours. There is a
couple of areas of minor holster pinpricking on the foresight
and above the grip. VGC original grips show handling wear.
Includes its correct converted Reichs revolver holster which
was often done during WWI. VGWO&C B/CLR

82 - QUEEN ANNE PISTOL
Antique, circa 1773, Flintlock pistol by noteable English
gunmaker Joseph Bunney. 2½” 54 bore turn off barrel with
Ketland proofs. Boxlock action is borderline and foliate engraved as well as marked BUNNEY LONDON. Metalwork
appears to have always been in the white and is in VGC.
ExC one piece grip retaining all its silver wire. Silver hall
marked for 1773 and has ornate butt grotesque. Action is
strong. ExWO&C NLR
83 - TAP ACTION PISTOL
Antique, circa early 1800’s, Flintlock tap action muff pistol.
1½” 80 bore turn off barrels with Birmingham proofs. Brass
boxlock frame with sliding safeties and rotating tap for the
second barrel. The frame is marked SUTTON LONDON
and has stand of flags engraving. VGC plain slab slided grip.
VGWO&C NLR
84 - BABY PISTOLS
A pair of very small percussion muff pistols by John Blanch,
circa 1830-1835. 1” 120 bore turn off barrels with London
proofs, rounded boxlock actions with concealed triggers
and sliding safeties are engraved and marked J. BLANCH
LONDON. ExC finely checkered walnut one piece grips
with cap boxes at the base. These pistols are very small at
only 4”/10cm in length. One of the dolphin design cocks is
broken otherwise VGC NLR
85 - PINFIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique, circa late 1800’s, small Lefaucheux pepperbox
style vest revolver. Six 7mm pinfire cal barrels with blued
finish and fluted cylinder with London and Belgian proofs
on the cylinder ends. Double action only with folding trigger and foliate engraving. VGC checkered grips with ejector
rod in the butt. 5” overall length. ExWO&C NLR
86 - FIREARM CURIOSA BOOK
By Lewis Winant. Small format, hard cover, B&W photos
with 281 pages. Great book covering unusual antique pistols
such as knuckle and knife pistols and palm squeezers. Long
out of print. VGC
87 - REMINGTON VEST PISTOL BOOK
By Haffield. Hard cover, medium format, B&W pictures
with 116 pages covering the vest pocket pistols. NEW
88 - BROWNING HIGH POWER PISTOL
A fine example of a Belgian WWII period stocked M1935
pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with correct tangent, rear
sight graduated to 500 meters and is marked with FN Herstal
address and Belgian commercial proof marks plus Belgian
Military Crown/GC and AC acceptance marks. The slide is
also marked with serial number in the 43000 range which is
matching on the frame. Metalwork retains near all original
finish showing holster wear to the leading edges. The grip is

correctly cut for a sholder stock and the magazine has correct early base. ExC original checkered grips. ExC original
sholder stock with leather holster correctly brass rivited to
the bord ExWO&C B/CLR Estimate $6000-$7000

91 - WWI 1916 LUGER PISTOL
A top example of an Imperial German WWI PO8 pistol. 4”
9mm cal barrel with original sights and serial number. The
chamber dated 1916 and has Army acceptence proofs. The
toggle is marked DWM. Metalwork is in excellent condition
and retains nearly all original rust blue and the straw colours
are bright. Only very slight holster wear to the side plate and
base of the grip, some staining to the safety. All visible numbers are matching except the magazine which is the correct
type. ExC original grips with sharp checkering. Hard to find
better! ExWO&C B/CLR

90

92 - SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
Original type 2 32R Tromel magazine for the WWI Artillery
Luger pistol marked B/N and serial number on both sides.
Pitting to the bottom first 2cm of the cover section. Thinning
blue elsewhere. GC PLR
92

88

93 - SNAIL DRUM POUCH
Black leather German pouch to fit the Artillery Luger Trommel magazine. The face of the pouch has what appears to be
original hand writting in Old German. It is hard to make out
but appears to be Obh h Lichow 28Ab1 (Bavarian Artillery
Regiment). There is also a similar style marking of A572A4
on the neck section. The inside of the cover has a makers
mark and 1916 date for ARN HOFFMANN BERLIN. There
is also a 1916 date on a broken tip of the strap.The leather is
extremely hard and brittle, consistant with an original item
which is seldom seen. Provenance - ex Ted Shoebridge collection. FC
94 - WWII LUGER HOLSTER
Original WWII brown leather holster for the PO8 Luger
pistol. Frost and JAnnel makers mark with 1940 date and
Waffen amt WaA182 markings. VGC
95 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Original German WWII period PO8 magazine. Blued body
code marked 122 (Shmeisser) and Waffen amt 37 and serial
numbered alloy base plate. ExC
96 - LUGER PROOF MARK BOOK
World of Lugers Proof Marks by Costanzo Vol 1 signed by
the authour. This hard cover, large format book is very hard
to find and covers all markings in great details and a must
have for the Luger collector. ExC

5
97 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOLS
Two original Luger stripping tools. GC
98 - LUGERS AT RANDOM BOOK
By Kenyon, hard cover, large format with 400 pages and
B&W photos. Reference book, circa 1969, 1st Edition (1 out
of 1000). Missing dust jacket. GC

107 - EGYPTIAN AKM RIFLE
Cold war era Egyptian Maadi AKM rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal
barrel with slant break and foresight. Rear sight is graduated
to 1000m and is marked underneath in Arabic. Folded steel
receiver with 3 position selector and most parkerised finish.
Laminated wooden forend and butt stock missing the rear
swivel. The pistol grip is bakelite faux wood type. Includes
sling but is missing its magazine. VGWO&C CLR

100

99 - WWII PPK PISTOL
German Officers or party members private purchase Walther
PPK pistol, circa 1941. 3¼” .32acp cal barrel marked with
commercial Eagle/N proof. The slide with original sight is
marked with banner logo, Zella Mehlis address Mod PPK,
Nazi Eagle/N proof and serial number which is matching
on the frame. Metalwork retains near all original blue. The
grips and magazine are post war. VG-ExWO&C CLR

108 - COLT M16 RIFLE
NZ Military Vietnam issue M16A1 rifle. 21” 5.36mm cal
barrel with original bird cage flash hider, sight and bayonet
lug. The receiver marked with Colt logo, Property of US
Govt M-16A1 etc. as well as Hartford address and forward
assist. Correct original Colt upper receiver. Most overall
Military paint finish. VGC A1 furniture with, most likely,
later matte finish butt stock complete with 20R Colt magazine and sling. VGWO&C C&PLR

101

100 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Early pre war, circa 1932, semi auto pistol. 3¾”.32 acp barrel with Crown/N proof. The slide with original sights banner logo and Zella Mehlis address and Mod PP markings
and Crown/N proof. Metalwork has most original commercial blue finish turning grey on the grip straps. VGC original
black Bakelite grips. VGWO&C CLR

109 - M16 BAYONET
US M7 bayonet for the M16. 168mm parkerised blade,
guard marked M7 GEN CUT black checkered grips and
M10 plastic scabbard. VGC
110 - M16 BIPOD
Original US Military Vietnam era clip on bipod for the M16
rifle also includes original webbing pouch with Military
markings. VGC

103

101 - GERMAN FN 1910/22 PISTOL
WWII German Military issue Browning semi auto pistol.
4¼” .32acp cal barrel with Army acceptance mark and serial
number. The slide marked with FN Herstal address, Waffenamt WaA140 and Army acceptance marks also on the frame.
Metalwork has typical rough finish with machining marks
and has thinning original blue. VGC original FN logo grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

111 - 1911 A1 11 HOLSTER
Black leather 1916 holster for the US pistol. US and Bolen
makers marks. ExC

102 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgium semi auto pistol. 3½” 32acp cal barrel, slide with
FN Herstal address and Belgium proofs. Metalwork retains
near all original blue, just starting to thin on the leading
edges. ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

112 - COLT AMERICAN LEGEND BOOK
By R L Wilson, hard cover, large format, 397 pages with
many great colour photos and reference information. ExC

104

113 - COLT BOOKS
The Colt Rifle 1884-1902 by Tivey, medium format, hard
cover, B&W pictures, 119 pages covering the pump action
Colts, plus Colt Tips by Larson. Large format, soft cover,
140 pages with B&W pictures. Out of print 1972 book on
antique Colts. GC

103 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL
Imperial German semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32acp cal barrel.
The slide with one line Obendorf address on the frame with
banner logo. Metalwork has dark overall blue with areas of
pinprick staining. Worn but GC original grips. Missing firing pin otherwise GWO&C CLR
104 - FRENCH M1935 PISTOL
French Military semi auto pistol. 4” 7.65 long cal barrel,
slide marked MODELE 1935S M.A.C etc also on the frame.
Near all original finish, excellent black plastic grips and includes extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
105 - GERMAN AK47
Rare East German, Cold War period, MPi-K variant of the
Soviet AK47 rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original end
nut, sights, lug and swivel. The sight is correctly marked
with N at the base. The milled steel receiver is marked with
64 date S and serial number as well as small triangle in the
milled panel and X plus (2). The selector is marked D E.
Metalwork is in ExC and retains near all its blued finish.
ExC laminated woodwork and includes its 30R magazine.
This model was only manufactured for a short period of
time before being replaced by the MPi-KM. Once owned
by German/NZ gun collector Helmut Unger, this gun is
featured on the cover of German DWJ magazine which is
included. ExWO&C C&PLR
106 - BULGARIAN AK47
Cold War era Bulgarian Military rifle. 15” 7.62x39 barrel
with original end nut and foresight. The receiver is milled
type with 3 position selector. Metalwork is in ExC retaining
near all original blued finish. Steel underfolding stock and
bakelite faux wood forend and pistol grip. Includes its 30R
magazine. ExWO&C C&PLR
Reminder - This Auction is on a Saturday, not Sunday
due to the venue change. There will be a lunch menu
available. Check our website for any updates
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115

114

99

114 - WWI MAUSER 98 RIFLE
Imperial German WWI Gewehr 98 rifle. 30” 8mm cal barrel
with original sight and bayonet lug. The rear sight graduated to 2000M on the bed. The chamber is marked Waffenfabrik Mauser AG OBENDORF AN 1917 and the rail Gew
98 as well as Army acceptance marks. Metalwork has nice
untouched dulling patina. VGC woodwork complete with
swivels. VGWO&C ALR
115 - BERTHIER RIFLE
WWI French Military model 1916 rilfe. 32” 8mm cal barrel
with original sights, bayonet lug and stacking lock. Marked
with M A C arsenal marks and 1917 date. The receiver is
marked Chatellerault MLE M16. Although the action is
marked MLE M16 the gun and woodwork is the configuration of a Fusil 1907/15 (perhaps transitional war time
production). Metalwork has thinning original finish. VGC
original woodwork complete with swivels and includes one
of its Mannlicher clips. VG-ExWO&C ALR
116 - NZ WWI SMLE RIFLE
A nice example of a WWI NZ Military issue Lee Enfield
rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet
lug. The chamber is ordnance and N↑Z marked plus sold
out of service marks. The wrist is marked Crown BSA & Co
1917 SHT LE III*. The bolt and rifle numbers are matching.
Metalwork is in ExC with most original finish. ExC original
woodwork with ordnance cartouches and N↑Z, stock disc
with 3 17 date. Includes original sling and magazine. Most
WWI SMLE’s were sporterised and good examples are seldom seen. ExWO&C ALR
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

6
117 - LEE ENFIELD TRAINING RIFLE
Scarce NZ Military SMLE MARK IV* .22RF cal training
rifle built from the Mark III rilfe. 25” .22RF cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is NZ marked.
The wrist has the correct BSA 1912 SHT 22 IV* marks.
Metalwork has near all original blue and VGC original
woodwork complete with swivels. The magazine is correct
without follower and spring but is not marked 22. A desirable addition for the SMLE collector. VG-ExWO&C ALR

128 - CZ 26 S.M.G
Czech submachine gun. 11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel. Receiver
with original sights and arsenal marked she 1952. Most arsenal enamel finish flaking in front of the ejection port. GC
resin wood and folding steel stock. Includes its 32R magazine. GWO&C C&PLR

118 - SWEDISH M96 RIFLE
Swedish Military bolt action Mauser rifle. 29” 6.5x55 cal
barrel with original fine adjustable rear sight. The chamber marked Carl Gustaf 1917 etc. Metalwork has near all
overall original blue. VGC original woodwork with some
handling marks. Missing the stock disc but has swivels. VGExWO&C ALR

117

119 - SMLE WOODWORK
The front lower wood section of woodwork for the NO1
MKIII SMLE rifle plus the similar part for the Martini rifle,
this part is broken at the receiver end and missing the top
first 26cm to the first band. FC

118

120 - SMLE RIFLE BUCKET
British NZ Military Cavalry rifle bucket/scabbard. Brown
leather construction with strap marked 2L 440. GC
121 - SWISS M1918 BAYONET
To fit the Schmidt Rubin rifles. 30cm double edge blade
marked Elsener Schwyz. Complete with scabbard and frog.
GC

130 - CASED DICKSON SHOTGUN
Fine quality Scottish, John Dickson & Son, side lock shotgun. 29” 12g barrel with full and ½ chokes and marked John
Dickson & Son 63 PRINCES STREET EDINBURGH.
The action is also makers marked and is profusely foliate
engraved. Metalwork has most blue to the barrels thinning
at the end of one side where it has been cased. Action has
faint traces of case colours. VGC walnut stock shows some
smoothing to the checkering. Contained in its original dark
green baize lined leatherbound case with original trade label
and accessories. VG-ExWO&C ALR
Estimate $8000-$10000

126

122 - LEWIS GUN OIL CAN
British Military circular oil can with spout for the Lewis
machine gun, makers mark BRAIME and has chain and
cup. GC
123 - MACHINE GUN OIL CAN
WWII vintage oil can for the Browning MG, was also used
for the Vickers and other MGs, rectangular with embossed
oval, includes spout cap and chain. GC

128

125 - H&K MP5 SMG
Rare German manufactured Enfield, England marked submachine gun. 9½” 9mm cal barrel with lugs for supressor
and original front and diopter rear sights, the top is marked
EN MP5 and has German proof mark. Magazine well is
marked in German Kal. 9mmx19. The trigger group is the
Navy 4 position ambidextrous polymer type. Metalwork has
near all original finish. Steel telescopic stock and includes
its 30R magazine. ExWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $8000-$11000

132 - GERMAN DRILLING
Nice quality vintage, circa 1960, Fortuna of Suhl combination drilling. 23½” 16g 2¾” barrels over the 7x57R cal rifle
barrel. Automatic flip up rifle sight and claw mount with
Hensoldt 1.5-6 power scope. Action with cocking indicators, greener safety and set trigger is engraved with Red
Stag and Pheasants. Barrel has most blue thinning on one
side of the barrel. VGC checkered woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR

132

126 - MICRO UZI
Scarce, circa 1980/90’s, machine pistol variant of the SMG.
4.6” 9mm cal barrel. Steel folded receiver with original
sights and marked with IMI address etc. Metalwork has near
all original finish. ExC black plastic grips and steel folding stock. Includes its original 32R magazine. In like NEW
ExWO&C C&PLR
127 - SCORPION SMG
Czech Cold War era machine pistol. 4” .32acp cal barrel.
The receiver with original sights, retains near all its original
blued finish and is she arsenal marked and 63 dated. ExC
original grips and steel folding stock. Includes its 10R magazine, holster and lanyard. VG-ExWO&C CLR

131 - CASED GREENER RIFLE AND SHOTGUN SET
High grade English cased double rifle and side by side shotgun by W.W Greener. The rifle is Facile Princeps action,
circa 1909, with 28” .450/400 3¼” Nitro Express barrels
marked WW GREENER MAKER HAYMARKET LONDON and has four leaf express sights and matted rib. Boxlock action with borderline engraving and wrist reinforcement. The triggerguard is marked NO 56171 Grade RFT40
(40 Guines gun). Metalwork has most overall blue to the
barrels and underneath. ExC checkered walnut stock with
engraved steel butt plate. The shotgun is Greener long bar
box lock Grade E25, circa 1920s. 30” 12g barrels with Nitro
proof. Metalwork has most blue to the barrels and traces of
case colours to the action. VGC checkered stock. Contained
in its oak and leatherbound case with original trade label,
red baize liner and accessories. VGWO&C ALR
Estimate $15000-$20000

127

124 - BERETTA 12S SMG
Rare and desirable Italian submachine gun, circa 1980’s.
7.9” 9mm cal barrel, the tubular receiver with original sights
and marked with Gardone address and model 12-S. Metalwork with near all original matte finish. ExC black plastic
grips with grip safety in the rear grip, steel side folding original stock, complete with original sling and 32R magazine.
Made famous during the Tet Offensive in Vietnam by the US
Marines guarding the Embasy in Saigon. An iconic SMG
seldom offered for sale. In as new ExWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $7500-$8500

133

130

129 - WESTLEY RICHARDS SHOTGUNS
Cased pair of high quality English box lock shotguns, circa
1905 Both guns are consecutively numbered and have 30”
12g barrels. Gun marked number has ½ and ¼ chokes and
gun number two has 3¼ and ¼ chokes both guns are Nitro
proofed and marked on the rib WESTLEY RICHARDS 178
NEW BOND ST LONDON GUN MAKERS BY SPECIAL
APPOINTMENT TO HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD
III 1 & 2 respectively. The actions are marked WESTLEY
RICHARDS in gold and have traces of case colours. The top
of the actions are marked WESTLEY RICHARDS EJECTOR (split ejectors) and metalwork has near all blue to the
barrels, trigger guards and lever. ExC checkered walnut
stocks with rubberbutt pads. Contained in its green baize
lined leather bound case with trade label. ExWO&C ALR
Estimate $10000-$12000

133 - HUBERTUS SHOTGUN
Early 1900’s Imman Meffert of Suhl German side by side
shotgun. 30” 12g barrels with full chokes and re-proofed
to 2¾” chamber. Trigger plate action is profusely relief engraved with fox and bird scenes. Metalwork has near all
blued finish to the barrels. ExC checkered walnut stock with
horn buttplate. Contained in an English period canvas covered case. ExWO&C ALR

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis Tuesday - Saturday located at SAI Guns &
Ammo - 553 Great South Road Penrose. Auckland

7
134 - MARLIN M24 SHOTGUN
Vintage American, circa 1908-1917, pump action shotgun.
30” 12g barrel with full choke and bead sight. It is also
marked with New Haven address, patent and guage information. The takedown receiver with exposed hammer is
marked on the tang Marlin Model No24. Metalwork has
overall original blue thinning to dark grey in areas. VGC
original pistol grip stock with original butt plate. VGWO&C
ALR

142 - TRANTER REVOLVER
Antique English percussion revolver, circa 1850’s. 6”
54 bore octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs and W
RICHARDS BOURKE STREET Melbourne retailers address. The frame has borderline and foliate engraving and
has Tranters self cocking trigger and ram rod. Metalwork
has areas of heavy pitting to the barrel and strays but also
has original bright blue in places. VGC checkered grips.
FWO&C NLR

135 - REMINGTON 1889 SHOTGUN
A rare, grade 4, American side by side hammer shotgun,
circa 1901. 30” 12g Damascus barrels with Illion address,
the action is also marked Remington Arms and is borderline and foliate engraved to grade 4. Metalwork has nice
untouched dark overall patina. GC original woodwork with
wear and handling marks and has original butt plate. According to Blue Book of Values there are 7 grades and only
15 examples known of engraved guns (grade 4-7), with
only five known grade 4s making this a nice addition for the
Remington collector. G-VGWO&C ALR

143 - PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1840’s, percussion revolver. 6 .36 cal 3”
fluted barrels without makers mark but has Birmingham
proof marks. Rounded hammer and double action with
recoil shield over the nipples. Foliate engraved with dark
overall patina with some pitting to the triggerguard and butt.
F-GWO&C

136 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Early production antique, circa 1876, Colt model 1873
Peacemaker revolver. 7½” .45 LC cal barrel with original
foresight and second type Hartford address. The frame is
marked with 1871 & 1872 patents and the trigger guard 45
cal. All visible numbers in the 27,000 range are matching.
Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces of dull blue in
concealed areas as well as some speckling. VGC original
walnut grips. Screw heads are in VGC and action functions
well. VGWO&C CLR
137 - COLT BISLEY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1899, Colt single action revolver. 4¾” .41
cal barrel with Hartford address and (BISLEY MODEL)
41 COLT markings. The frame with dates ending 1875 and
rampant Colt logo. All visible serial numbers are matching
and in the 198,000 range. Metalwork has nice original dark
patina with traces of finish, screw heads are in VGC. VGC
original Colt horse logo, the hard rubber grips have 6 notches to the underside. VGWO&C CLR

134

135

140

146 - MAUSER 98 SIDERAIL MOUNT
Very rare original tubular sight section with side rail that the
ZF41 optic mounts to. This section is a complete rear sight
replacement which retains the original sight but on the left
hand side has the mounting rail. It is Waffen-amt marked
on the sight as well as twin WaA655 marks. Retains most
original bllue and has nice original patina. ExC

141

147 - K98 SLING
Original brown leather WWII sling for the German Mauser
rifle. 43 dated and gna code marked. VGC
148 - K98 MUZZLE CAP
Original WWII German Mauser steel flip protection muzzle
cap. Waffen-amt marked. VGC

142

149 - M1898 BAYONET
Bayonet for the German Gewehr 98 rifle. 52cm blade
marked Simson & Co Suhl W14 (1914 date) with dark
patina. VGC grooved wooden grips without scabbard. GC
143

140 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1852, percussion revolver. 6”.31 cal barrel
with New York address and the frame marked COLTS PATENT. Metalwork is pitted to both sides of the barrel and the
cylinder. All visible serial numbers in the 54,000 range are
matching. The trigger straps retain most nickel finish. ExC
varnished walnut grips. F-GWO&C NLR
141 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1853, percussion revolver. 4” .31 cal barrel
with New York address. The frame marked COLTS PATENT. All serial numbers except the un-numbered period
wedge are matching and in the 60,000 range. Metalwork has
dark speckled patina with some pin pricking. VGC original
walnut grips and traces of nickel to the straps. Action has
indexing fault. F-GC NLR

145 - ZF41 SCOPE
Rare original German WWII ZF41 telescopic sight and
mount. The optic is code marked cxn as well as ZF41/1 and
has near all original blued finish and both sunshades. The
mount is marked duv and Waffen-amt 214. Contained in its
original black metal and felt lined case with wooden block
and compartment cover. The cover is also code marked jvb.
Optics are quite clear. Nice original examples are now very
hard to find. ExWO&C
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138 - S&W NEW MODEL NO. 3 REVOLVER
US, circa late 1800’s early 1900’s, single action Military
target revolver. 7½” .455 cal barrel with target sights and
marked with Smith & Wesson Springfield address as well as
British proof marks also on the cylinder flutes. Metalwork
has sharp edges and areas of bright blue in concealed areas.
Serial number is in the 35,000 range. ExC original S&W
logo hard rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
139 - REMINGTON DERRINGER
Antique, circa 1888-1911, US Remington No3 Deringer. 3”
.41 RF cal barrels marked on the rib REMINGTON ARMS
CO ILION NY. and with extractor. Metalwork retains nearly
all original nickel finish and blued small parts with some
loss around the grip panels. VGC original hard rubber grips
that show some handling wear. ExWO&C CLR

144 - WWI SNIPER SCOPE
Original British Military WWI period Sniper Optical sight
for the Enfield P14 Winchester Sniper rifles. Brass construction with near all original blackened finish. Marked PERISCOPIC PRISM CO LTD MAKERS LONDON ↑ 1918
MODEL and serial number. Includes forward and rear ring
mounts. This optic was fitted to a sporterised 303 rifle. We
were unable to remove the base sections but the winning
bidder is welcome to pick it up from our Penrose retail shop.
GC

150

144

150 - BERETTA M38/44 S.M.G
Italian submachine gun. 9” 9mm cal smooth barrel with
compensator and sight, the tubular receiver is marked
MOSCH. Autom ‘Beretta Mov’ 38/A 44 and 1948 date.
Metalwork has most overall blue with mild speckle staining to areas. GC woodwork and includes its 40R and 20R
magazine. GWO&C C&PLR
151 - STERLIING S.M.G
NZ Military issue submachine gun. 8½” 9mm cal barrel
with ventilated shroud with original sights. The magazine
well is marked STERLING SMG 9M/M MK4 L2A3 serial
number and N↑Z 139 issue number. Metalwork has near all
original parkerised finish. ExC grips and steel folding stock
complete with original sling and 34R magazine. Hard to find
a better example. ExWO&C C&PLR

8
152 - US M2 CARBINE
US WWII select fire carbine. 18” .30cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and is marked INLAND MFG
DIV GENERAL MOTORS 3-45. The chamber is marked
US CARBINE CAL 30 M2 (the 2 is offset but no sign of a 1
so probably not an overstamp model). Adjustable rear sight
and inland DIV markings. Metalwork with most thinning
original blue. ExC original woodwork. Includes its 30R
magazine sling and oiler. ExWO&C C&PLR
153 - THOMPSON M1A1 SMG
US WWII submachine gun. 10½” .45 acp cal original barrel and sights. The receiver is marked with Auto Ordnance
address, British proofs and THOMPSON SUBMACHINE
GUN. The model, caliber and serial number have been removed at some point and serial number re-stamped. Most
overall parkerised finish. GC woodwork and includes its
30R magazine. VGWO&C C&PLR
154 - 1928A1 THOMPSON SMG
US WWII submachine gun. 12” .45acp cal fluted barrel
with Cutts compensator. The receiver with battle sight and
marked with all Thompson patents, Auto Ordnance address
and US MODEL 1928A1 and inspectors marks. Upper and
lower serials with AO prefix are matching. Has near all
overall finish. ExC woodwork complete with its 30R magazine. ExWO&C C&PLR

164 - WALTHER MODEL 9 PISTOL
Rare vintage, circa 1920’s, German pocket/vest pistol. 2”
.25acp cal barrel, the slide marked with banner and Walthers
patent Mod.9. Metalwork has most dulling overall original
blue finish thinning on the edges. VGC original hard rubber grips with blue and gold medalions. One of the smallest
pocket pistols ever made. VGWO&C CLR
165 - WALTHER MODEL 8 PISTOL
High quality vintage German vest pistol, circa early 1920’s.
3” .25acp cal barrel, slide with integral sights and Waffenfabrik Walther Zella Mehlis address as well as banner and
Walthers Patent Mod 8. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue finish. ExC original grips with blue and gold
enamel logos. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR
166 - .22 PPK PISTOL
Scarce vintage, circa 1960/70’s, French Manuhrin PPK pistol. These pistols are a licensed production from Walther and
are marked accordingly on the slide and grips. 3” .22lr cal
barrel with original sights and Manuhrin logo and Walther
markings. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue.
ExC original brown faux wood grips. Includes its original
cardboard box. ExWO&C CLR

154

169

155 - THOMPSON POUCH AND SLING
US WWII period three cell 30R magazine pouch marked
USMC R.M. Co etc 1944, plus a webbing ‘No Buckle’
sling. VGC
156 - M4 BAYONET
US WWII period bayonet for the M1/M2 carbines. 151mm
blade with dark patina, appears to have been re-sharpened
at the tip. Guard marked US M4K1 Flying Bomb. Stacked
leather handle. M8A1 scabbard and frog. FC

168 - STAR DK PISTOL
Spanish, circa 1960’s, Starfire DK pocket pistol. 3” .380acp
cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights is marked STAR with
Eibar address and caliber etc. The frame is black alloy and
the slide and small parts are nickel finished and metalwork
retains near all original finish. ExC faux wood original
grips. ExWO&C CLR

163

157 - M1 CARBINE CARRY CASE
Original WWII green canvas carry case for the M1/M2 carbine. US marked and 1944 dated. Includes strap. VGC
158 - M1/M2 CARBINE ACCESSORIES
Original, 1945 dated, olive carbine magazine pouch plus
a sling, oiler, tool, bayonet lug and a Spanish made flash
hider. GC

169 - LEE ENFIELD No.4 RIFLE
NZ Military SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights.
Receiver marked NO4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1943 and
the wrist N↑Z and re-numbered. Metalwork with most overall original finish. VGC woodwork without markings. Brass
butt plate has been polished and parade type clear finish to
the front wood. Complete with sling and magazine.
G-VGWO&C ALR

164

159 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD CARRY CASE
Original WWII canvas carry case for the 1903 rifle. US and
makers mark plus 1944 date. Includes strap. The zip is broken but all parts are there so could be repaired. FC
160 - L1A1 BAYONET
Bayonet for the NZ Military SLR. 20cm blued blade with
near all finish. Alloy grips, finish thinning. Includes steel
scabbard. VGC

166

161 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
Original US Military accessory set for the M1/M1A1. Includes canvas parts bag and envelope. Chamber brush, oiler,
cleaning rod, recoil spring and guide, buffer and ejector.
VGC
162 - 1911 SHOULDER HOLSTER
US WWII period brown leather M2 shoulder holster for the
1911/A1 pistol. Variant with sling sholder strap. Embossed
US & Boyt makers mark. GC

167 - BERETTA 950 PISTOL
Vintage Italian pocket pistol, circa 1950-60’s. 2½” .22
short cal barrel, slide with pop up barrel and integral sights.
Marked P Beretta cal 22 Corto-Brev 950 etc. Metalwork has
near all original blue finish and ExC original early type Beretta marked grips. Includes an extra magazine plus its cardboard box which unfortunately is quite damaged. ExWO&C
CLR

167

163 - COLT MUSTANG PISTOL
US Colt Mustang Pocketlite semi automatic pocket pistol,
circa 1995. 2¾” .380 acp cal barrel blued slide with fixed
sights and Colt markings. Light weight alloy frame model.
Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original
black plastic Colt medalion grips. ExWO&C CLR

168

170 - NZ LEE ENFIELD CARBINE
Rare NZ Military Lee Enfield NZ model carbine. 21”.303
cal barrel and bayonet lug. The original sights graduated to
500 on the bed and 2000 yards on the leaf. The action with
magazine cut off and correct flat type and ordnance marked
bolt without number. The wrist is marked N↑Z 835/1906
and the other side Crown VR Enfield 1894 twin Crown ER
Enfield 1903 LEC I*. Metalwork is profusely ordnance
marked and has nice dark original finish. ExC original
woodwork complete with stock disc and swivels, includes
its original 6R magazine. A nice example with the latest date
we have encountered. ExWO&C ALR
171 - CAVALRY CARBINE
Scarce British Military Lee Enfield cavalry carbine. 20” 303
cal barrel with nose cap without rod. The rear sight is graduated to 500 yards on the bed and 2000 on the leaf. Chamber is NZ and ordnance marked. The receiver with correct
and matching number bolt. The wrist is marked Crown/VR
ENFIELD 1900 L.E.C 1*. Metalwork with thinning original blue to dark patina. GC woodwork with stock disc and
cartouche has had a professional repair to the front lower
timber. VGWO&C ALR
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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172 - BOER WAR CARBINE
Boer War Lee Enfield cavalry carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with original sights graduated to 2000 on the leaf and
500 on the bed, ordnance and Enfield rifling marked. The
wrist is marked Crown/VR ENFIELD 1898 LECI. Correct
carbine bolt with matching number to the action and barrel. The original woodwork has been period shortened to
in front of the band and carved as was often done by the
soldiers. The carving on the butt stock reads SOUTH AFRICA TRANSVAAL ORANGE RIVER COLONY 1901-2.
GWO&C ALR
173 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
29½” 7x57cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
The chamber markings are hard to make out but is the Oviedo arsenal mark and date. Metalwork with dark patina and
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

185 - COMBAT ELITE PISTOL
Colt MKIV series 80 semi auto pistol. 5” .45acp cal barrel, slide with Colt markings and aftermarket sights. Aftermarket trigger, magazine release and extended slide release.
Most blue to the slide and stainless frame. Original rubber
grips and aftermarket magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

172

186 - SILENCED RUGER PISTOL
US Ruger Mark II semi auto pistol. 8¼” .22lr cal barrel with
integral custom suppressor and adjustable sights. Metalwork with thinning blue to the supressor and most blue to
the frame, fitted with crimson trace laser grips. The front
sight has come off the silencer but is included, otherwise
GWO&C B/CLR

173

174 - TURKISH MAUSER RIFLE
Turkish 1903 rifle. 29” 8x57 cal barrel with arsenal rechamber markings for 1946. Metalwork with thinning original
mottled finish. GC original woodwork with repro sling.
GWO&C ALR
175 - GLOCK SMALL PARTS
Bag lot containing Glock 9mm parts including extractor,
slide lock spring and bearing slide stop, rear sight mag
catch, trigger spring and spring cups. NEW B/CLR

182

176 - COLT 1911 PARTS
Bag lot containing assorted parts for the Military 1911/A1
pistol including mainsprings and small springs, extractor
grip safey and safety, plus grip screws, hammer slide release
etc. Approx. 20 parts. GC B/CLR
177 - H&K P7 MAGAZINES
Three H&K 9mm P7 magazines, two as new and one has
some staining. GC B/CLR

183

190 - MG42 MAGAZINE CASE
Rare late war canvas double carry case for the MG34/42
drum magazines. Waffen amt and CXO 44 markings. GC

179 - CIVIL WAR POCKET KNIVES
Three Franklin Mint pocket knives each commemorating a
famous battle and soldier. Lt General Hampton, Maj Gen
Stuart and Grant. ExC
184

183 - BERETTA 84 PISTOL
Italian compact semi auto pistol. 3.9” .380acp cal barrel,
slide with Pietro Beretta Gardone address etc. Metalwork
with near all original blue just starting to thin on a few leading edges. ExC original plain wooden grips. Includes original box and extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR
184 - S&W M39 PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1980’s, semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with adjustable sights, SMITH & WESSON
Springfield address and German proofs. Alloy frame marked
39-2. Metalwork with near all original finish. VGC original
wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

191 - MG42/53 CASE CATCHER
Canvas and steel spent case catcher for the German MG42
or Yugo 53 MG’s without markings. VGC
192 - MG34 CASE CATCHER
Original WWII German MG34 spent case catcher WaA169
Waffen-amt and nka 43 marked. VGC

181 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and Glock 17
Gen4 AUSTRIA markings and near all original finish. ExC
polymer frame. Includes an extra threaded barrel with silencer and magazine plus original box and extra magazine
and grip straps. ExWO&C B/CLR
182 - GLOCK 23 PISTOL
Austrian Gen 2 Glock semi automatic pistol. 4”.40 cal
barrel. Slide with original steel night sights. Metalwork
retains original finish. VGC polymer frame without finger
grooves. Extended mag release. Includes its 13R magazine.
VGWO&C B/CLR

188 - MG42 MACHINE GUN
WWII German MG 25” 8mm cal barrel with sights and
original nose cone/flash hider. The receiver is marked 42
with serial number matching on feed cover and stock. Barrel shroud marked b p r (J Grossfuss). Waffen amt marks on
receiver, feedcover, chamber and trigger guard. Metalwork
shows wear with flaking black paint. Including belt drum
and 50R link. ExC CLR
Estimate $6500 - $7500
189 - MG42 SLING
Original German WWII Maroon leather sling for the MG42.
RB numbered on the inside with steel fittings. VGC

178 - WINCHESTER MIRROR
Vintage, circa 1970’s, Winchester NZ promotional mirror.
Timber frame, measures 63½x45cm. ExC

180 - CIVIL WAR POCKET KNIVES
Similar to previous lot but for Brig Gen Beauregaurd, Col
Mosby and Stonewall Jackson. ExC

187 - MP44 RIFLE
German WWII select fire assault rifle. 16” 8mm Kurz barrel
with original end nut and sights graduated to 700 meters
and marked eagle/280. The receiver is stamped MP44, serial no. a/44. The gun is also marked with cos works code
and WaA44 Waffen-amt and qlv plus aqr maker codes, also
WaA21 on the side of the receiver and the metal section
of the stock with matching serial number. Metalwork with
most overall finish. ExC original laminated butt stock with
oil bottle trap. Includes its original STG44 and Waffen amt
magazine. ExWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $7000 - $10000

185

186

178

193 - REICH SECURITY PPK
Fine example of a German WWII period Commercial PPK
supplied to the Reichs Security main office (R.S.H.A). 3”
32acp cal barrel with eagle/N proof. The slide has the same
proof and Banner logo, Zella Mehlis address and caliber.
The right hand side of the slide is marked with the full serial number K suffix (370,000 range). Metalwork has a high
grade wartime finish with only slight machining marks and
retains near all its original blue. ExC original black logo
grips and banner marked magazine. ExWO&C CLR
194 - NSKK OFFICERS DAGGER
Rare WWII German NSKK chained Officers dagger. 22cm
blade with Alles for Deutchland motto and nice cross graining. The rear with early commercial logo for C.Rud Jocobs
Solinger marked. Excellent fit of the grip to the cross guards
as well as the eagle and rounded. ExC scabbard with chain.
The chain with 4 links on top and 5 below with NSKK Eagle
and Swastika with one NSKK triangular rune. Both top links
are marked MUSTERSCHUTZ NSKK KORPSFUHRUNG
and has correct spelling, the next lower link is marked with
rzm logo and M5/? (most likely an 8 but has oxidised). A top
collectors dagger seldom seen. ExC
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195 - SS DAGGER
Original WWII German SS dagger. 22cm blade with strong
‘Meine Ehre Heist T reve’ motto. The otherside with rzm
logo and 1053/39 code for Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Co
as well as SS Runes on the ricasso. Some runner marks to
the blade otherwise it is in ExC. Nickel silver fittings with
nice fit to the ebony handle, the rounded and eagle are a
good fit. ExC scabbard with nickel silver fittings held with
single screws each side. ExC
196 - GERMAN POLICE LUGER
Fine example of the rare WWII German Police issue P08
pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with orignal sight and proof. The
chamber is dated 1942 and marked with correct Nazi era
commercial and Police acceptance proofs. The toggle is
marked with the Mauser banner logo and the frame has the
Police sear safety. Metalwork retains near all high quality
rust blue and all serial numbers are matching. The original
walnut grips are still sharp and show no wear. Includes its
original tin plated correctly un-numbered but Schmeissers
patent and Police proof marked magazine as well as its correct black leather Police holster with 1941 date and Otto
Shidel makers marks. Top example for the premium Luger
collector and one of the finest we have seen, in near perfect
condition. ExWO&C B/CLR
197 - MAUSER RED 9 PISTOL
Very fine example of the rare WWI Imperial German ‘Red
9’ broom handle Mauser pistol. 5½” 9mm cal barrel with
original sight and marked Waffenfabrik Mauser Obendorf
N/A as well as Army acceptance eagle, Crown/U proofs and
early mid 2000’s serial number. The rear sight is correctly
graduated to 500 metres and the cocking handle is also
proved. The frame with correct milling marks and Waffenfabrik Mauser address. The triggerguard is also marked with
Prussian Eagle. Metalwork is in fine condition retaining near
all its original rust blue and fire blue on the small parts. All
serial numbers are matching and the safety is marked NS.
ExC original wooden grips with large red 9 on both sides
and correct lanyard ring. Also included is its correct but non
matching serial number wooden holster/shoulder stock. One
of the nicest examples of this desirable WWI pistol we have
had for sale and a unique opportuity for the discerning WWI
or Mauser collector. ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate $6000 - $8000
198 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
Superb example of a WWI commercial model of the C96
broom handle pistol. 5½” 7.63mm cal barrel with original
sights and marked with serial number, Waffenfabrik Mauser
Obendorf N/A plus Crown/U proof marks. It is also has a
Military acceptance proof mark of Crown/M for 1918 (Imperial Army issue pistol ref. page 158 Central Powers Pistols by Still). The frame is marked with Obendorf address
and has new safety and all serial numbers including the
stock are matching!! Metalwork is in ExC and retains near
all original rust blue and fine blue finishes. ExC original
wooded grips and sholder stock/holster. Hard to find a better
example of this rare variant. ExWO&C B/CLR Estimate
$5000 - $7000
199 - STOCKED FN 1903 PISTOL
Extremely rare Browning model 1903 pistol with factory
shoulder stock/holster. 5” 9mm Browning long caliber barrel with Belgian proofs on the chamber. The slide has original fixed sights and is marked with FN Herstal address. The
frame is stamped M 674, most likely a military rack number.
The base of the frame below the grip is grooved to accept
the shoulder stock which then uses a special extended 10R
magazine. The gun includes both its 7 & 10R magazines.
Metalwork has near all original blue, thinning on its leading
edges. ExC original hard rubber grips. The original stock
has compartments for cleaning rod and magazine and is serial numbered to the gun. The last 2 digits have been accidently stamped reversed during manufacture (the gun ends
in 25 while the stock ends in 52). This is the first of this
model we have had for sale and a great addition to a Browning or stocked pistol collection. ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate $7000 - $9000

200 - PORTUGESE LUGER PISTOL
Rare Portugese model 1906 Luger pistol, circa 1908. 4¾”
.30 Luger cal barrel marked with the serial number triangle
proof mark. The chamber has Portugese M2 crest for King
Manvell the 2nd. The toggle is marked DWM. Frame with
grip safety and without being cut for a stock. Metalwork is
in excellent condition retaining near all original blue finish.
ExC original wooden grips and correct un-numbered magazine. Includes its correct holster with cleaning rod, oil bottle, pouch and stripping tool. A rare and excellent Luger rig.
ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $6000 - $8000
197

201 - DUTCH LUGER PISTOL
Rare and seldom seen 1906 Dutch Luger pistol. 4” 9mm
cal barrel with original sights and small 1914 date and serial number. The chamber is blank and has Dutch Royal
proof and the toggle is marked DWM. The safety is marked
RUST and the side has correct brass rack number 3-INF III
5. The frame also has grip safety and is not cut for a stock.
Metalwork is in ExC retaining near all original finish with
slight holster wear. ExC original coarse cut checkered walnut grips. A very rare Dutch East Indie gun and hard to find
in this condition. ExWO&C CLR
202 - DUTCH LUGER HOLSTER
Very rare brown leather Dutch Luger holster complete with
metal can type DWM oiler and rod. Marked CW N 2 42 Z.
One of the few we have seen. ExC

199

203

204

205

203 - COLT 1905 PISTOL
Colt semi automatic pistol, circa 1911. 5”.45 RIMLESS cal
barrel. The slide with original fixed sights and marked AUTOMATIC COLT CALIBRE 45 RIMLESS SMOKELESS
and on the left hand side it is marked PATENTED APR20
1897 SEPT a 1902 DEC 19 1905 as well as Colt Hartford
address, Rampant Colt logo and London agency proof
marks. Metalwork has original finish turning grey with
traces of blue in concealed areas. ExC original checkered
walnut grips. Includes its original 7R magazine. One of the
hardest Colt automatics to obtain with only 6100 made and
this is the first we have had for sale in 10 years. VGWO&C
CLR
204 - COLT 1902 PISTOL
US Colt 1902 Military long slide model semi auto pistol,
circa 1910. 6” .38 RIMLESS cal barrel with original fixed
sights. The slide with rear serrations and is marked AUTOMATIC COLT CALIBRE 38 RIMLESS SMOKELESS and
patents ending in 1902 as well as Colt’s Hartford address
and logo. Metalwork has most overall original bright and
fire blue blue, showing some holster and grip strap handling
wear ExC hard rubber original grips with lanyard ring at the
base and original blued magazine. VGWO&C CLR
205 - CASED ENGRAVED S/ACTION COLT
A magnificent engraved Colt model 1873 single action revolver. 7½” 32.20 cal barrel with Colt Hartford address.
Left hand side of the frame is marked with patent information and Colt rampant horse. All serial numbers are matching and date to 1902. The revolver is plated overall and with
fire blue screw heads, hammer and trigger. The fine relief
engraving features folliage and flower designs as well as a
royal stag on the left hand side of the frame and a deer and
hunter on the right hand side. The gun was engraved by Phil
Vinnicombe of Melbourne Australia and believed to be an
introductory piece for Colt Manufacturing Company and is
marked with his initials on the frame and barrel as well as
dated 1971 on the cylinder. The grips are ExC Mammoth
Ivory and finely checkered. Contained in its red baize lined
mahogany case with recessed brass handle and containing
32.20 rounds, pewter oil bottle, ebony tipped screw drivers
and cleaning rod. The quality of engraving of this revolver
is of world class quality and an unique opportunitly for Colt
collector. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $15000 - $20000

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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206 - 1921 THOMPSON S.M.G
Rare and desirable Colt manufactured model of 1921
Thompson submachine gun. This particular firearm is part
of a batch of firearms known today as ‘Irish Swords’. These
were supplied by Auto Ordnance agent George Rorke to the
IRA under great controversy. The original shipment was
seized by the F.B.I before being smuggled out of New Jersey
but later released and sent to Ireland where they were used
during their Civil War and after by the I.R.A. 12” .45acp cal
fluted barrel correctly without compensator. The receiver is
marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBRE .45
AUTOMATIC COLT CARTRIDGE MANUFACTURED
BY COLT’S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG CO HARTFORD.
CONN.U.S.A MODEL OF 1921 (the 943 serial number has
been correctly struck out and later reapplied). The other side
is marked with Auto Ordnance New York address and patent information ending in 1920 and John Barrett inspectors
mark. The lower number has also been struck and reapplied.
Metalwork has thinning original blue with some pinpricking
on the lower flats of the receiver but is typical for this gun.
ExC original woodwork. Includes its correct original blank
patent 20R magazine. A desirable addition for the Colt or
machine gun collector. VGWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $25000 - $30000

218 - BERETTA S/SHOT SHOTGUN
12g hammerless break action poachers type shotgun that
folds under. 27½” blued barrel and wooden stock with most
finish. VGWO&C ALR

207 & 208

219 - BAIKAL SHOTGUN
Single shot 12g hammerless action shotgun. 28” blued
barrel and action and wooden stock with near all finish.
ExWO&C ALR
220 - ASSORTED WEBBING
SMLE Bayonet frog, action cover, axe cover and 4 putties.
GC
221 - RELOADING COMPONENTS
A box lot containing approximately the following projectiles: 160x308 speer 150g SP, 100x Hornady 303 FMJ, 100
.22 cal Sierra 55g HP. 60 .22 65g, 100 7mm 140g Noster
plus approx 50R 223 brass and 1600 large rifle primers.GC
ALR

214

222 - 33 WINCHESTER DIES
Lyman 3 die set for the 33WCF cal ammunition to suit the
‘86 rifle and Marline 95 rifles. GC

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***

223 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
Assorted vintage yellow and red English Kynoch collectors
10R packets. Two 30.06 and two 270 (3 missing) two 8mm
Mauser (1 packet ExC unopened) 240 magnum rimless
containing only 1R, 375 rimless, 9mm Mauser rifle, plus a
brown and red 50R packet of 9mm walking stick containing
20R. F-GC ALR

207 - SWORD STICK
Most likely Eastern Sword Stick/Cane. 34cm blade and
58cm overall length with checkered design. GC

224 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
8 10R Kynoch yellow and red vintage ammo packets. One
7mm Mauser, one 8mm Mauser, two 9mm Mauser rifle, one
270, one 30-30, one 32-40 and 303 Savage. F-VGC ALR

216

208 - BUTTERFLY KNIFE
11cm clip point, no makers marks, wooden grips. GC

225 - .25-35 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 85R of .25-35 Winchester 92/94
ammo. 117gr SP in original 20R packets. Remington and
Imperial brands. VGC

215

209 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Early Percussion Firearms and Complete Collectors Guide
to Guns. GC

226 - 38-40 & 25-20 AMMO ETC
50R packet of Winchester 38-40 180g SP ammo plus 3
vintage packets of 25-20 mostly full. Plus two 20R vintage
packets of 32 Winchester Special ammo, Dominion and
Remington brands. (37R) F-GC ALR

210 - GUN BOOKS
Bag lot of four assorted antique gun books plus five vintage
gun magazines. GC
211 - PISTOL ACCESSORIES
Leather 1911 holster plus a S&W 459 holster and four double magazine pouches plus three speedloader pouches. FC

230

227 - 38-55 AMMO
Three vintage 20R Dominion brand, 90% full plus approximately 20 empty cases. FC ALR

212 - THREE HOLSTERS
FRENCH 1980 dated canvas for the 1935 pistol, NZ Military type Hi Power holster and a broken Bianchi M84 for
the Beretta. F-GC

228 - SAVAGE AMMO
Bag lot containing 300 and 303 Savage ammo and components, 40 unfired cases and 40 live 300 savage rounds plus
40 Remington brand 303 Savage live rounds. F-GC ALR

213 - WEBBING LOT
Two SMLE slings - Blanco 1937 belt and bayonet frog and
a damaged 1937 belt. FC

229 - 45 COLT AMMO
100R of S&B brand 230g jhp in original packet. NEW ALR

214 - THREE 22 RIFLES
Two Winchester model 67 single shot bolt action rifles, plus
a Remington Scoremaster bolt action repeating rifle with 5
shot magazine. GWO&C ALR

232

230 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1925, pump action rifle. 20” .22lr cal round
barrel with original sights and modified to 10R magazine.
Traces of original blue to the gun and VGC woodwork with
original butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

217

215 - TWO 22 RIFLES
German Voere bolt action rifle with 5 shot magazine plus
a Krico semi auto, missing the magazine. GWO&C ALR
216 - BRNO 2E RIFLE
Czech BRNO, circa 1989, bolt action rifle. 24” .22lr threaded barrel missing rear sight and front hood, fitted with 4
power scope. Near all blue, VGC woodwork missing the
magazine otherwise VGWO&C ALR
217 - ANSCHUTZ 22 RIFLE
German model 416 .22lr bolt action rilfe. Missing foresight,
fitted with period scope and 5R magazine. FWO&C ALR

231 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1914, P/A rilfe. 20” .22lr cal round barrel
with original sights and modified to 10R magazine. Metalwork with new all re-blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
218

232 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1936, pump action rifle. 23” .22lr round barrel with modified to 10R magazine. Dulling blue to the barrel and speckled patina to the action. VGC woodwork with
original butt plate. F-GC ALR
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233 - WINCHESTER 1902 RIFLE
Vintage, early 20th Century, single shot bolt action rifle. 18”
.22L cal round barrel with original sights, address and patent
information. Metalwork has areas of thin original scattered
blue to the barrel and nickel finish to the trigger guard. VGC
original woodwork with original butt plate. GWO&C ALR
234 - REMINGTON M34 RIFLE
Vintage bolt action rifle. 24” .22lr cal barrel with original
sights and modified to 10R tube magazine, fitted with period
Mossberg No40 4 power scope. Near all original blue and
ExC woodwork. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR

251 - HARTFORD 1873 REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt S AA revolver. 7½” 45lc cal blued
barrel and case hardened frame with most overall finish.
VGC wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

235
233

253 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 5½” .357 Magnum cal blued barrel and action with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all
original blue. VGC original wooden grips. VG-ExWO&C
B/CLR

235 - REMINGTON SPORTMASTER
Vintage bolt action rifle. 24” .22lr cal barrel with original
sights and modified to 10R tube magazine. Most original
blue turning grey in a couple of areas. ExC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

254 - .45ACP AMMO
500R case of Russian steel case Barnauel brand 230gr FMJ
ammo. ExC ALR

234

236 - NORINCO 22 AMMO
Bag lot of NORINCO .22lr standard ammo in original 50R
packets, 1600R total. GC ALR

255 - .32 AUTO AMMO
250R of S&B brand 7.65/32 AUTO AMMO in original
packets. ExC ALR

237 - NORINCO 22 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
238 - 243 AMMO
120R of Federal premium 100g Noster projectile hunting
ammo in original packets. ExC ALR

256 - 25 AUTO AMMO
200R of S&B 6.35/25ACP AMMO in original packets. ExC
ALR
248

257 - 9MM BROWNING LONG AMMO
Bag lot of assorted 9mm BL cal ammo, approximatley 90R,
for the FN & Swedish pistols. F-GC ALR

239 - 243 AMMO
40R of Federal Brand 100g Vital Shock and 20R of 80g soft
point plus 20 brass cases in original packets. ExC ALR
240 - 303 AMMO
Approx. 150R of WWII era 1943 ex NZ Military 303 FMJ.
Some tarnishing otherwise appears in GC ALR

258 - 7.62 TOKAREV AMMO
100R of S&B Brand in original 50R packets for the Tokarev
pistol. ExC ALR
249

259 - 9MM MAKAROV AMMO
Similar to previous lot but for the Makarov pistol. ExC ALR

241 - 303 AMMO
Similar to previous lot. GC ALR

260 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US WWII bolt action rifle. 24” 30.06 cal barrel with original
sights and marked with flying bomb RA & 12, 41 date and
small English proofs below the rear sight. ExWO&C ALR

242 - 303 AMMO
Similar to previous lot. GC ALR
243 - 303 AMMO
Approx. 100R of surplus 303. GC ALR

250

244 - AK BAYONET
Maroon bakelite Chinese type bayonet. ExC
245 - 6.5 CARCANO AMMO
80R of Graf and Sons 6.5x52 for the Italian rifle plus 20
other rounds and two stripper clips. GC ALR
253

246 - 6.5X55 AMMO
100R of S&B brand 140g FMJ in original 50R packets. ALR
247 - 7.5X55 AMMO
50R of S&B brand 174g 7.5x55 Swiss ammo plus 40R of
Highland brand FMJ. In original packets. NEW ALR
248 - UBERTI OUTLAW REVOLER
Italian copy of the Remington 1875 single action revolver.
7½”.45 Colt cal barrel with original sights. Metalwork retains most original finish with some holster wear at the muzzle. Case hardened frame in GC. GC wood grips with some
handling marks. VGWO&C B/CLR
249 - UBERTI CATTLEMAN REVOLVER
Italian copy of the Colt 1873 single action Army revolver.
5½” .44-40 cal barrel with original sights. GC metalwork
with drag marks on the cylinder and small amount of staining on the frame. GC wood grips. GWO&C B/CLR
250 - RUGER NEW VAQUERO REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 4½ .45lc cal barrel with original
sights and Ruger markings. Stainless steel metalwork without significant scratches. GC original black plastic grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

252 - HARTFORD 1873 REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt SAA revolver. 7½” 38-40 cal barrel. Metalwork has near all nickel finish. ExC wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

261

263

261 - G33/40 CARBINE
Scarce WWII German issue Czech Mauser carbine. 20”
8mm cal barrel with bayonet lug, original sights with rear
graduated to 1000M and front with correct hood. The chamber is code marked 945 and 1940 and correctly without
Waffen-amt marks. The side rail marked G33/40. The bolt
is a Czech replacement as more than often is the case with
this model. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC correct early walnut stock only found on the 1940 year code,
with steel protection plate. Complete with original sling and
cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR
262 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
A nice example of a pre war Nazi German 98K. 24” 8mm
cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights graduated
2000M and marked with WaA63 Waffen amt marks. The
chamber is also Waffen-amt WaA63 marked and with correct Weimar Eagles as well as code marked S/42 plus 1937
date for Mauser manufacture and the side rail is marked Mod
98. Metalwork has near all original blue, starting to dull in
areas and all visible serial numbers are matching. ExC original 1937 dated stock with several cartouches. A nice original
example that is getting harder to find. ExWO&C ALR
263 - SWEDISH M38 CARBINE
Swedish Military bolt action carbine. 24” barrel fitted with
muzzle break to original thread, rear sight is the fine adjustable type. Chamber marked Carl Gustaf 1915 etc and has
been tapped for an optic, bolt handle is turned down type.
Metalwork has near all blue. VGC woodwork with some
handling marks. VGWO&C ALR

13
264 - NAGANT 91/30 RIFLE
Soviet pre WWII Mosin Nagant rifle. 30” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. Chamber is dated 1930 and has
Izhevsk arsenal marks and is the earlier hexagonal type
receiver. Metalwork with most arsenal black finish, VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

276 - 1928A1 THOMPSON SMG
US WWII period submachine gun. 12½” .45acp cal fluted
barrel with Cutts compensator. The receiver with early
Lyman and adjustable sight and has all AUTO ordnance
patents, address and markings with Auto Ordnance manufacture pre fix. Metalwork with most original finish. ExC
woodwork with forward pistol grip fitted and includes its
20R magazine. VG-ExWO&C C&PLR

270

265 - NAGANT M91/30 RIFLE
Soviet WWII Mosin Nagant rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original sights. Chamber is dated 1943 and Izhevsk arsenal marks. Metalwork with near all blue, GC woodwork
complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

271

266 - M1942 BAYONET
US Military WWII bayonet for the ‘03 Springfield or M1
Garand rifles. 40½cm parkerised blade has been sharpened
on both sides at the tip. Marked UF++U Flying bomb S
1942. Ribbed plastic grips and green fibreglass scabbard,
also flying bomb marked on the throat. ExC
267 - 07’ BAYONET
No1 MKIII pattern 1907 SMLE bayonet. 43cm blued blade
marked Lithgow 1919. GC wooden grips and includes its
leather scabbard. VGC

272

273

268 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
British Military MK1 early Lee Enfield bayonet. 30.2cm
blade with Mole makers plus ordnance marks. GC twin rivet
grips with oiler in the grip. GC scabbard with metal sections
in the white. GC
269 - SPIKE BAYONET
No4 MKII bayonet for the NO4 SMLE complete with steel
scabbard. GC

278 - M2 CARBINE
US WWII select fire carbine. 18” .30M1 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug, marked INLAND MFG DN
6-45. The chamber is marked US CARBINE CAL .30 M2
(not overstamp). The rear is fitted with adjustable sight and
also marked INLAND DIV. Metalwork has dull original finish thinning in areas. GC original woodwork complete with
30R magazine sling and oiler. VG-GWO&C C&PLR
279 - M4 BAYONET
US bayonet for the M1/M2 carbines. 16½cm parkerised
blade, guard is marked US M4 BREN-DAN. Checkered
plastic grips and M8A1 fiberglass scabbard. VGC
280 - BREN AA SIGHT
Scarce Anti Aircraft sight for the Bren range of light machine guns. VGC

264

270 - WWII US GRENADE ADAPTER
Rare original WWII M1 Grenade adapter, 4 prong variant
marked ADAPTER GRENADE PROJECTION M-1 6ML
45 1945. Near all original grey paint finish with yellow writing. ExC NLR

276

281 - BREN GUN GRIP
The rear grip that folds underneath the butt stock of the
BREN LMG. In as new ExC.
282 - VICKERS WATER TAP
Modern made reproduction brass water tap for the Vickers
MG. ExC

279

271 - LEE ENFIELD GRENADE LAUNCHER
Original British Military Spigot style granade laucher for
the No4 MK1 SMLE rifle. Most original enamel finish and
includes its leather pouch. VGC NLR

283 - BROWNING MG BOOK
The Browning Machine Gun Vol1 by Goldsmith. Excellent collector grade publication reference book. Hard cover,
large format, B&W pictures and 518 pages. ExC

272 - PINEAPPLE GRENADE
Inert US MKII hand grenade, cast iron body with blue handle with brown tip. GC NLR

275

273 - BAZOOKA ROUND
Inert training M20 Super Bazooka round, the blue tip has
taken on a rust colour and the markings are hard to make
out. GC NLR
274 - MKII BREN GUN
NZ Military WWII Issue Bren light machine gun. 24” .303
cal correct MKII barrel with flash hider and original sights.
The barrel is N↑Z and rack numbered which is also on the
gun by the chamber. The receiver is marked INGLIS 1943
BREN MKII. Metalwork has original finish thinning on the
edges and turning grey on the lower section. GC original
woodwork with red painted band on the butt stock. Includes
its original carry handle, adjustable bipod, sling, magazine
and transit case containing spare barrel, parts wallet and barrel bag. VGWO&C C&PLR

277 - M3 GREASE GUN
US WWII 1st model of the M3 SMG. 8”.45acp cal barrel,
the receiver with original sights and side cocking handle is
marked SUB-MACH CAL 45ACP crossed cannons US, serial no. and Guide Lamp etc. Metalwork has original finish
turning to grey metal in areas complete with sliding stock
and its 30R magazine. GWO&C C&PLR

266

284 - GERMAN HI POWER PISTOL
WWII German issue model L-35 Browning Hi Power pistol.
5” 9mm cal barrel marked with acceptance eagle and serial
number which is matching on the slide and frame. The slide
has original sights and is early type extractor and has FN
Herstal address as well as WaA140 (FN) Waffen-amt mark
which is also on the frame and below the muzzle. Metalwork has correct war time machining marks and most overall original blue. VGC original wooden grips. Has correct
type unmarked magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
285 - MAUSER LUGER PISTOL
German Military issue P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original foresight, serial number and proof mark. The chamber dated 1937 with Army acceptance proofs. The toggle
with Mauser S/42 code. Metalwork has near all original salt
blue and correct late year blue finish to the small parts. Typical holster wear to the muzzle and side plate. VGC original
checkered wood grips. All visible numbers except the magazine (which is WWII type) are matching. VG-ExWO&C B/
CLR

278

275 - CZECH UK69 M.G
Czech Universal light machine gun. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original flash hider sights and folding bipod. The
receiver with arsenal markings CZO and 1961 date and
serial number (matching on trigger group and butt stock).
Metalwork has near all arsenal grey enamel type finish.
VGC wooden stock and grip with some chipping to the lacquer. Includes its original belt hopper link and ammo can.
ExWO&C CLR
285

286 - NAMBU TYPE 14 PISTOL
WWII Imperial Japanese pistol. 6” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver is marked with Nagoya Nambu-Kokubunji arsenal mark and Showa 13.11 date (November 1938). Metalwork retains near all original blue finish.
ExC original grooved wooden grips. ExC original nickel
body magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
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287 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British WWII double action revolver. 5” 38 S&W cal barrel
marked CAL38. The frame marked ENFIELD No2 MKI*
1940. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish. ExC
original grooved wooden grips with lanyard ring at the base.
ExWO&C B/CLR

297 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
First model German Airforce ‘GI’ souvenir dagger. These
were assembled after the war from some original parts and
some new made parts to fulfil the demand of the occupational forces who wished to have a Nazi trophy dagger. 26cm
B&A marked blade. Alloy fittings and leather sheath. GC

287

288 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
WWII British Military double action only revolver. 5” 38
S&W cal barrel marked CAL.38. Frame with bobbed hammer is marked with Albion makers logo and No2 MK1**
1942. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC black
bakelite grips with brass disc and lanyard ring. ExWO&C
B/CLR
289 - VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII double action revolver. 5”.38 S&W cal barrel
marked with Smith & Wesson address and 38 S&W logo
etc. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish and
case coloured hammer and trigger. ExC original wooden
grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
290 - JAPANESE SWORD
Imperial Japanese Military WWII period Shin gunto. 56cm
traditional manufactured blade with nice polish and a small
chip to the edge and faint harmon The handle is signed and
shows second hole from old mount as it is a family blade
most likely Edo period. VGC Military Koshera (fittings)
VGC rag shin grip with original wrap. Complete with steel
scabbard with brass fittings, the black finish has chipped off
about half of the scabbard. VGC
291 - JAPANESE TANTO
Japanese Edo period tanto. 40½cm go-katana blade. The
tsuba with small gold path design. Ray skin and cord
wrapped handle which is signed with makers name. The lacquered wood saya has copper handled small knife (Kozuka)
and some chipping to the lacquer. VGC

298 - HITLER YOUTH ARMBAND
German WWII red and white cotton arm band with Swastika in diamond. GC
288

289
293

292

294

296 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE
Original German 1937 Hitler Youth Knife. 14cm blade
marked with Blut Und Ehre! motto and rzm logo M7/51
1937 on the other side (Anton Winger manufacture) and has
leather washer, VGC original checkered bakelite grip with
Hitler Youth enamel Swastika. Some staining to the pomel
complete with steel scabbard and leather frog. VGC

301 - HITLER YOUTH BADGES
WWII German Hitler Youth shooting badge with crossed
rifles and single white rune and DJ over black, plus a membership badge, pre first pattern with DJ and rune. Plus a
cloth uniform arrow badge. VGC

303 - GERMAN SHOOTING MEDAL
German 1935 dated silver shooting medal with eagle holding a Schutzin rifle. VGC

295

304 - GERMAN BOWL
WWII German Police square China bowl with Police Eagle
on top and makers details on the underside, 16x16cm. VGC

308

305 - GERMAN HELMET
Black German 1942 steel helmet without finished edge. No
liner and has replacement decals. Stamped ET64. FC

309

293 - JAPANESE DIRK
WWII Imperial Japanese Naval Dirk/Dagger. 23cm plated
blade with near all finish. VGC ray skin and brass handle
with Chrysanthemum motif. Complete with its leather and
brass scabbard. VGC

295 - DAMASCUS SS BAYONET
Rare German WWII SS dress/parade knife based on the
K98 bayonet. 19½cm Damscus steel blade with rose pattern with raised motto. One side is marked with SS runes
Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler and the other with Eagles and
Meinemtreuen Kampfer 25.12.39 and Adolf Hitler signature, has SMF makers mark. Checkered bakelite black grip
and plated handle without slot for attaching to the rifle.
Complete with scabbard. Near all of the gilding has worn
off the raised section otherwise VGC.

300 - HITLER YOUTH BUCKLE
1936 pattern aluminium buckle with motto and eagle. Also
rzm marked M4/114. VGC

302 - HITLER YOUTH BADGES
German WWII Hitler Youth leaders pin with gold border,
plus a campfire badge and cloth female uniform eagle and
sports cloth badges. VGC

292 - JAPANESE NAVAL SWORD
Imperial Japanese WWII Naval Officers dress sword. 67cm
plated polished blade with near all plating, brass hilt with
Chrysanthemum motif. GC ray skin grip with some of the
original cord wrap. Complete with its black leather and
brass scabbard. This and the following lot were veteran
bring backs to NZ from the vendors family. Nice untouched
patina. G-VGC

294 - SS ALLGEMEINE CAP
German early SS Allgemeine enlisted NCO’s visor cap.
Black wool with white piping, silver eagle with black Swastika above the deaths head. Black leather strap and vulkanfiber visor with grain texture on the inside. Burnt orange
sweat band with brown rayon lining with stitched plastic
label cover. GC

299 - HITLER YOUTH BUCKLE
German DJ (German Youth) buckle with single copper plated rune, circa 1933-38. VGC

306 - TWO AIR RIFLES
Two vintage collectable air rifles. Crosman .177 model
147 pump up plus a BSA 22cal break barrel with scope.
GWO&C NLR
307 - TWO AIR RIFLES
Two vintage collectable air rifles. The first is a Crosman
pump with action at fault. The second is a Cannon Super
brand pump action which is working. P-GC NLR

296

308 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE
Most likely Indian reproduction of a pattern 53 Percussion
Musket. 32” 12 bore barrel with British modern black powder proofs. Metalwork with most blue and GC woodwork.
GWO&C ALR
309 - PATTERN 56 CAVALRY CARBINE
Most likely Indian period manufacture percussion muzzle loading carbine. 21” 12 bore smooth barrel with captive ramrod & sights, action with crude TOWER & Crown
markings, saddlebar & ring, GC woodwork. GWO&C NlR

310

310 - FLINTLOCK MUSKET
Antique most likely American early 17th Century Flintlock
rifled Musket. 40” .58 cal rifled round barrel with twin leaf
sight. The lock plate is banana shaped with tear point end
and has hard to make out makers marks CAR??. Metalwork
in the white with staining. GC full wood. GWO&C NLR

311

311 - REPRO KENTUCKY RIFLE
Italian reproduction of a US Flintlock Kentucky rifle. 35”
Octagonal .45 cal barrel in the white. Case coloured action.
VGC full wood stock with brass fittings. VGWO&C ALR
312

312 - PERCUSSION RIFLE
Unbranded repro percussion sporting rifle. 31” Octagonal to
round .45 cal blued barrel and blued action with drum nipple
and steel mounts. VGC half stock. ExWO&C ALR

15
313 - PEDERSOLI RIFLE
High quality Italian reproduction percussion target rifle. 35”
Octagonal .54 cal barrel with most original brown case coloured action and mounts on a half wood target stock. In like
new ExWO&C ALR
314 - AUSTRIAN NAVAL SWORD
Austro Hungarian model 1850 Naval sword. 73cm pipe
back blade with etched Naval and Empire motifs and LUDWIG ZEITL makers mark. Extremely ornate gilted guard
with mermaid motifs, shagreen and wire grip complete with
leather and brass scabbard. ExC

323 - MARTINI HENRY CARBINE
NZ Military issue cavalry carbine. 21” 577/450 cal barrel
with original sights. Chamber is marked ↑ NZ 97/963 as
well as ordnance marks. The receiver is marked Crown/VR
HRB Co 1896 I.C.I. Metalwork has most overall original
dark blue. VGC woodwork missing the front swivel and rear
band and has faint cartouche. G-VGWO&C ALR

313
321

315 - AUSTRIAN ARMY SWORD
Austro Hungarian Empire Army Officers sword. 74cm
slightly curved blade with ¾ fuller & without makers mark.
Slightly basket hilt guard with pierced design and shagreen
grip. Includes its brown leather and brass scabbard. ExC

324 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ Military issue falling block rifle. 30” .303 cal barrel with
original sight, the chamber is marked N ↑ Z 98 & S for sold
out of service. The action is marked Crown/VR ENFIELD
1902 ME 303 I. Metalwork has most overall original finish turning grey on the edges. VGC woodwork missing rear
swivel and the screw in front of the trigger guard. Includes
cleaning rod. G-VGWO&C ALR

322
318

325 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD
US Military model 1878 cadet type rifle. 24½” 45-70 cal
barrel with correct sights. The breech marked US MODEL
1878. The lockplate is marked with Eagle and US SPRINGFIELD. The woodwork has aged repair to the wrist and has
carbine swivel. GWO&C ALR

316 - AUSTRIAN CAVALRY SWORD
85cm curved blade with clip point and heavy flattened pipe
back with etched eagle with cross design etc. Steel basket
hilt with three flatened bands and black checkered grip.
Complete with steel scabbard. VGC
316

317 - US CAVALRY SWORD
Civil War model 1860 light Cavalry sword 88cm slightly
curved blade with ¾ length fullers. The tang marked U.S
MM 1864 and Chicopee falls. Brass hilt with three leather
and wire grip. Complete with steel scabbard. ExC
318 - NZ CARBINE
NZ Military Lee Enfield carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with
bayonet and sights marked to 2000 on the leaf and 500 yards
on the bed as well as DP marking on the chamber. The bolt
is correct turned down type and has been Military re-numbered. The wrist is marked N↑Z 446/1901 as well as Crown/
VR ENFIELD/1901 L.E.C. Metalwork has a few 1cm areas
of pitting to the barrel and dark original blue. Woodwork
has many handling marks and dings and marked with white
band and rack number as well as its stock disc and swivels.
Includes correct 5R magazine. FWO&C ALR

317
323

325

319 - No.I SMLE RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with
original sights and stamped EY on the chamber. The receiver with magazine cut off and fitted with lobbing sight as well
as marked Crown/ER BSA CO 1904 SHT LEI*** (WWI
modification, circa 1914, for new ammunition to MKI* rifle). F-GC original woodwork with 2x2cm section missing
in front of the magazine. Complete with swivels and lobbing
sight and original magazine. GWO&C ALR

321 - SMLE No.I MKIII RIFLE
Seldom seen WWII British Military Lee Enfield No1 MKIII
bolt action rilfe. 25” barrel with original bayonet lug and
sights. The wrist is marked Crown/GR BSA & Co 1939
SHT LEIII. Metalwork with near all blue. Woodwork with
checkered repair to the top of the butt. VGWO&C ALR
322 - SNIDER CARBINE
NZ Military Snider MKIII Artillery carbine. 21.5”.577 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet bar. The breech
marked N81Z III 210 (also on the stock). The hammer is
correct flat face and spring locking catch, lock plate is broad
arrow Crown/VR marked as well as 1880 C.G BONEHILL.
Metalwork has most overall dark original blue. VGC original woodwork with Hazzard Auckland manufactures cartouches. Brass fittings missing near swivel and rod otherwise. VGWO&C ALR

327 - MP5K SMG
Licensed variant of the German H&K MP5K Submachine
Gun. 5” 9mm cal barrel with original hooded forsight and
diopter rear sight. The top is marked POF SMG PK04.
Metalwork with near all original black finish. Synthetic 4
position trigger group with integral pistol grip and forward
pistol grip. Also includes it 30R magazine, shoulder sling
point/holster system and a flashlight forend. In like new
ExWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $5000 - $6000
328 - UZI SMG
Isreali Military issue submachine gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel.
The receiver is marked in Hebrew and has Isreali crest. Metalworks original finish has thinned to grey and has some pin
prick staining. Steel folding stock and plastic furniture with
some bruising. Includes its 25R magazine plus magazine
pouch. GWO&C C&PLR

324

320 - LONG TOM RIFLE
Nice example of a NZ Military Lee Enfield No1* rifle. 30”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
chamber is NZ marked, the bolt with cover is matching the
gun. The wrist with lobbing sight is marked Crown/VR BSA
& Co 1901 LE I*. Metalwork has nice original bright blue
finish. ExC original woodwork with N↑Z marked butt plate
and cartouche. Complete with swivels and original magazine. ExWO&C ALR

326 - SILENT STERLING SMG
Rare fully silenced version of the British Sterling SMG. 15”
9mm integral supressor and barrel with original sights. The
magazine well is marked STERLING SMG 9M/M MK5
L34A1 and patent information on the underside. Metalwork
has all original black crackle paint finish. ExC steel underfolding stock, plastic grips and wooden forend. Complete
with its 34R magazine. In as new ExWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $5500 - $7500

328

329

329 - PM63 S.M.G
Polish Cold War era submachine pistol/gun. 6” 9mm Makarov cal barrel, slide with original sights, 1971 date and
Radom arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all original blue.
ExC original black bakelite furniture and steel sliding
stock. Includes its original magazine and holster. ExWO&C
C&PLR
330 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military Industries, model 365, select fire rifle. 13
½” .223 cal barrel with original muzzle break, bayonet lug
and sights. The receiver is marked SAR GALIL CALIBER
MODEL 365 IMI and has ambidextrous safety. Metalwork
has a dulling finish. Steel folding stock and original plastic furniture. Includes three 35R magazines. VGWO&C
C&PLR

330

331 - VZ58 RIFLE
Czech Military select fire rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Arsenal marked she 61.
Metalwork has near all Military enamel finish. ExC original
steel folding stock and resin wood furniture, includes pouch
with three extra magazines. ExWO&C C&PLR
331

16
332 - ARTILLERY LUGER HOLSTER
WWI German leather holster for the LP08. The holster is
without stock, straps or boot but has the leather piece that
attaches to the board and stripping tool. GC
334

333 - LUGER CLEANING ROD
Original cleaning rod for the LP08 Artillery model Luger
pistol. Barrel shaped wooden end with six grooves. VGC

342 - NO7 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the British Military No4 SMLE rifle
and MK5 STEN. 20cm blade, brown fibre glass handle, ↑
marked. Includes scabbard. ExC

334 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US semi automatic pistol, circa 1914. 5” .45acp cal barrel.
The slide with fixed sights and marked with Colt patent
information, Hartford address and rampant Colt logo and
COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE 45. The frame is marked
Government Model and has C prefix serial number for commercial sale. Metalwork has overall blue with all over handling scratches and carry marks and staining consistent with
Military use which is quite likely for a pistol of this vintage.
VGC original diamond pattern walnut grips. The magazine
is Colt marked but a later replacement. VGW&C B/CLR

345 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1891, 3rd model 1873 rifle. 24” 44-40 cal
round barrel with rifle sights and button magazine. Marked
with Winchester address and caliber. The tang marked MODEL 1873 - and lower with serial number. Metalwork
with thin overall old re-blue. VGC original woodwork. GVGWO&C ALR

337

346 - WINCHESTER 66 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1869, lever action carbine. 20” 44 cal barrel
with old conversion to 44 flat CF. This gun was found under
the ice in Canada and has all over pitting to the metalwork.
The action is at fault and missing the loading gate and most
of the magazine internals. The woodwork has some age
cracking and is marked with cattle ranch brand JM. Ideal
wall hanger affordable example of a 66’. FC ALR

339

332

347 - WINCHESTER ‘95 RIFLE
US Winchester lever action rifle, circa 1903. 27½” 303 cal
barrel with rifle sights and caliber and barrel markings. The
receiver with New Haven address. Metalwork with dark
speckled patina with some scattered pin pricking. GC woodwork. F-GWO&C ALR

333

345

346

338 - S&W M1917 REVOLVER
British WWI period commercial double action revolver. 6
½”.455 cal barrel marked with S&W address and caliber as
well as London proof marks. Metalwork has original blue
to most of the gun except the barrel which is missing on
2/3 of one side. Case colours are still bright. GC original
grips. Most likely private puchase WWI revolver. GWO&C
B/CLR

340 - C96 HOLSTER
Most likely Chinese manufactured wooden holster/stock to
the c96 broom handle pistol. Complete with German leatherwork Hoffman Berlin 1916 makers mark, also includes
cleaning rod. GC CLR

344 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique US 3rd model 1873 rifle, circa 1891. 24” 44-40 octagonal barrel with full length magazine (modified to 10R)
original dovetail foresight and rear rifle sight. Marked WINCHESTER’S REPEATING ARMS NEW HAVEN CONN.
USA & KINGS PATENT etc. as well as 44 WCF. The upper
tang marked - MODEL 1873 - and lower with serial number.
Metalwork has nice sharp edges on the barrel and is turning a plum colour. ExC original woodwork. VG-ExWO&C
ALR

336

336 - MAUSER 1930 PISTOL
German Model 1930 variant of the Broomhandle pistol. 5”
7.63 cal barrel with correct step. Chamber with Waffenfabrik Mauser markings and Crown/U proofs. The frame is
marked with Banner and Obendorf address as well as Chinese commercial sale markings. Metalwork has near all blue
with some holster wear. VGC original wooden grips with
lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

339 - WEBLEY MK6 REVOLVER
Unusual 4” barrel version supplied to the R.I.C. 455cal barrel marked Mark VI and proofs. The frame with patent and
W&S logo and ordnance marks. Metalwork has most dull
blue turning brown. ExC original grips and includes its period leather holster. VGWO&C B/CLR

343 - FLARE PISTOL
British Military No1 MK5 flare pistol. 5½” barrel with flare
at the muzzle most thinning blue to the steel barrel and
frame. One of the original grips has cracked and the other is
warped otherwise GWO&C NLR

335

335 - 1908 FIRST ISSUE LUGER PISTOL
Scarce Imperial German Army PO8, circa 1909. 4” 9mm
barrel with original foresight, chamber without date and
proofed on the barrel. Toggle is marked DWM and without hold open. The serial numbers are in the correct commercial style and are matching except the magazine which
is in ExC and the correct type. Metalwork retains near all
original bright rust blue finish and straw colours. The frame
is without stock lug and is unit marked B.5.R.5.1 (Barvarian 5th Infantry Division). This unit battled throughout the
war on the Western front at the Battle of Frontiers, Champangne. The Somme, Passchendaele and the 2nd Battle of
the Somme. A similar pistol is featured on page VI of Imperial Lugers by Still. Only 25% of first issue P08’s were
infantry marked and all had combat use. ExWO&C B/CLR

337 - BRAZILIAN S&W REVOLVER
Brazilian Military issue S&W model 1917 revolver. 5”
.45acp cal barrel with Smith & Wesson address and calibre.
The frame marked with 1937 Brazilian crest and S&W logo.
Metalwork with most overall blue with some edge wear and
scratching. Worn original grips, includes 6 moon clips. GVGWO&C B/CLR

341 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
Pattern 1879 Artillery bayonet. 65½cm sawback bayonet
WD ↑ marked Crown/VR 7/83 date. GC grip and hilt also
profusely ordnance marked. Complete with leather and steel
scabbard. VG-ExC

341

347

348- MARLIN BABY CARBINE
Rare antique, circa 1893, Marlin model of 1889 ‘Baby Carbine’. 15” 44-40 cal barrel with full length magazine and
original iron sights. Marked with correct Marlin Firearms
address and 44W caliber. Metalwork has all over dull original blue finish to the barrel, magazine and bands. The action
with original saddle ring has grey speckled patina and some
scratches. VGC original walnut stock with some handling
marks. This is Marlins first model of a carbine and only 367
were made with 15” barrels. At only 32”overall length this
is one of the shortest lever actions available and only a few
examples are known in NZ. VGWO&C ALR
349 - MARBLES GAME GETTER PISTOL
Rare Canadian Military marked model of 1921 double barrel pistol. 17½” .22lr barrel over .44/410 barrel with original
sights. The gun is marked -MARBLES- GAME GETTER
GUN etc. and caliber information. Metalwork is in ExC retaining near all original blue dulling a little on the frame in
areas. Case colours are still bright on the trigger and hammer. The original wood grip is Canadian Military ordnance
and rack number marked. These were supplied as a survival
gun in the Canadian Air Force. The folding stock has near
all its chrome plating. Complete with original leather holster. ExWO&C CLR

17
350 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
A superb example of an early vintage, circa 1928 Colt
Woodsman semi auto pistol. 6½” .22lr cal barrel with original sights and Hartford address. The gun is marked THE
WOODSMAN on the flat as well as COLT AUTOMATIC
CAL .22 LONG RIFLE, rampant Colt logo and Belgian retail proofs. Metalwork retains near all its original bright blue
finish. ExC original finely checkered walnut grips and has
its original Colt marked magazine with correct 80/20 blued
and white finished magazine. One of the finest examples we
have seen for the discerning collector, manufactured in only
the second year to use the Woodsman name. ExWO&C B/
CLR

361 - STEYR LUXUS CARBINE
Austrian Sporting carbine. 20” .270 cal barrel with iron
sights and hammer forge detailing. The receiver with Steyr
Mannlicher Luxus markings, butter knife bolt handle and
detachable steel magazine. Metalwork has near all original
gloss blue finish, ExC checkered walnut full wood stock
with swivels. In near new ExWO&C ALR

351

352

351 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1884, double action revolver. 2½” .41 cal
barrel without ejector rod. Marked with two line Hartford
address and the frame with patent information and caliber
on trigger guard. Metalwork has near all original nickel plating to the frame and traces of blue on the cylinder. VGC
original wooden grips. Action functions. VGWO&C CLR

362 - STEYR MODEL L RIFLE
Austrian vintage sporting rifle. 24” 22-250 cal barrel with
hammer forge detailing, missing the rear sight and the
foresight hood. The receiver has 68 date and marked SteyrDaimler Mannlicher MOD L etc. Fitted with Swarovski
6x42 Nova optic, double set triggers, butter knife bolt handle and metalwork has most overall blue with some thinning on the barrel. VGC woodwork and original detachable
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

353

352 - COLT LIGHTNING REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1883, model 1877 double action revolver.
4½” .38 Colt barrel with Pall Mall London address and
etched caliber marking. The frame with Patent information.
Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of thin blue.
Early type walnut birds head grips and serial numbers are
matching. Action functions well. VGWO&C CLR

354

364 - MAUSER 22 RIFLE
Vintage, circa late 1930’s-45, Mauser bolt action rifle. 22½”
.22lr cal barrel with iron sights and is marked PATRONE
22 LONG RIFLE DRP DRGM as well as the Nazi era commercial eagle proof and banner logo above the chamber.
Obendorf address on the side and another eagle/N proof.
Metalwork has near all bright blue finish. ExC custom walnut timber stock with a beautifull grain. ExWO&C ALR

355

353 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1895, double action revolver. 4½” .41 Colt
cal barrel with Hartford address and caliber markings, the
frame with Patent and Horse logo. Metalwork with pin
pricking to the barrel and a couple of the cylinder flats.
Most thinning blue finish. Worn but GC original hard rubber
grips. GWO&C CLR
354 - COLT 1903 HAMMERLESS PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1910, automatic Colt pistol. 4” .32acp cal barrel, the slide with original sights and marked with Colt logo,
address and caliber information as well as London proofs.
Metalwork has all over original blue thinning on the edges
and with some scratching. VGC original hard rubber grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

363 - SAKO HORNET RIFLE
24” .22 Hornet cal barrel with original foresight missing
the hood and marked with the caliber. The receiver marked
SAKO Riihimiki and fitted with peep sight. Metalwork has
most blue but flaking on 20% of the barrel. GC original
woodwork. Includes 5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

365 - DELUXE AUTO 5 SHOTGUN
Vintage Browning Auto 5 Magnum shotgun. 32” 12g barrel
with full choke and ventilated rib. Marked Browning Auto
5 12g 3” 32” as well as made in Belgium and Utah address.
The action is engraved with foliate designs as well as gold
inlay dog and two birds on the right hand side and two birds
on the left as well as marked Browning and Magnum. The
underside has date code 5V (1965). Metalwork retains near
all bright blue. ExC checkered walnut stock with original
pad. ExWO&C ALR

356

361
362

355 - COLT 1903 HAMMER PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1917, Colt pocket Hammer pistol. 4¼” .38
AUTOMATIC cal barrel, slide with original patent dates,
Hartford address and calibre information. Metalwork has
grey patina with traces of blue in concealed areas. VGC
original hard rubber grips with COLT logo etc. Missing firing pin otherwise GWO&C CLR

363

367 - PATTERN 1796 PISTOL
Antique British Military Flintlock pattern 1796 light dragoon pistol. 9” .65cal round steel barrel with London proof
marks and Military ordnance mark crown/9, the lock plate
is borderline engraved and dated 1809 and has the East India
Company Lion logo. The cock is ring neck type and metalwork is in the white. VGC full wood stock with brass furniture complete with cleaning rod. ExWO&C NLR

356 - COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL
Ex Royal Hong Kong Police issue revolver, circa 1970. 2”
38 special cal barrel marked Detective SPEC & Colt etc.
but the Special has been cut out as this run was made in 38
S&W for the RHKP. Metalwork with thinning original finish, original grips show wear. GWO&C CLR
357 - THE BOOK OF COLT FIREARMS
By Sutherland & Wilson. This long out of print 1st Edition
book is a must for the Colt Collector. Hard cover, large format, 570 pages and B&W photos. Covering all firearms in
depth up to 1971. VGC
358 - 1911 TOOL
US WWII era Colt 1911A1 stripping tool. Marked STANLEY, parkerised finish. GC

368 - SHARPE FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa 1800-1830, Flintlock Holster Pistol by London maker Sharpe. 8’ .67 cal octagonal steel barrel with
dovetail foresight. The lockplate with borderline engraving
is marked SHARPE and has ½ and full cock safety, roller
frizzer and waterproof pan. Steel mount with pineapple finial. Metalwork has clean white metal finish. ExC walnut half
stock with ebony rod. ExWO&C NLR

365

364

359 - TWO REPRODUCTION COLT FLASKS
Two 1848 pocket flasks with an eagle on both sides (not
marked Colts patent). GC
360 - THREE POWDER FLASKS
Two reproduction powder flasks and one powder horn. One
cylinder shaped and the other with dog and bird scene. GC

366 - COACH SHOTGUN
Brazilian Rossi remake of the classic Western Coach Gun.
20” 12g barrels with 2¾” chambers, half chokes and central rib. Action with double triggers and exposed hammers.
Metalwork has all over blued finish. ExC woodwork with
swivels. ExWO&C ALR

366

369

369 - SEA SERVICE PISTOL
British Military percussion Naval pistol. 6” .55 cal round
barrel with captive ram rod and British ordnance marks.
The lock plate is marked Crown/VR 1855 TOWER and
Crown/↑. Metalwork has a cleaned white finish. ExC wood
stock with brass furniture, steel lanyard ring and belt hook
on the left hand side. ExWO&C NLR

18
370 - GOFF FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa 1779-1889, Flintlock pistol. 5½” .58 cal
round brass barrel marked with Ketland proof as well as
London proofs and DG makers mark. The boxlock action
is also brass and is engraved with stand of flags D GOFF
LONDON. The walnut grip has silver grotuesque of a mans
face, complete with ram rod. VGWO&C NLR

370

381 - GERMAN STICK GRENADE
Inert WWII era Model 24 hand grenade. The manufacturers
marks are hard to make out, possibly efc code and the stick
is dated 43 and the top 44. Age and bubbling to the metal
finish. Missing porcelain and pull cord otherwise GC NLR

371 - NIXON PERCUSSION PISTOLS
Fine cased pair of English Officers pistols by David Nixon
of Newark, circa mid 1800’s. 5” approx. .52 cal octagonal
browned barrels. Marked NIXON NEWARK and with Birmingham proofs, silver foresights and captive rammers.
The lock plate tang and trigger guards are foliate engraved.
Metalwork has nice dark case colours and brown to the barrels. ExC one piece walnut stocks with belt hooks and steel
mounts extending into pineapple finials and ebony tips and
percussion traps in the butt. Contained in their original case
with reinforced corners and baize lining. The top marked
CHARLES MONEY ESQ 1861. The case contains flask,
mould, cap tin, combination hammer and rod as well as an
oil bottle. ExWO&C NLR Estimate $9500 - $12000
372 - BAILES FLINTLOCK FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1759, fowling piece by William Bailes of
London. 37½” 8 bore barrel with early London proof and
London address. The lock plate is line engraved and makers
marked.. The walnut stock with original leather cheek piece372A
has silver wire inlay opposite the lock and is relief carved on
the tang. The mounts are all silver with hall marks under the
grip and have floral and shell patterns entending to an acorn
finial. High quality gun in exceptional untouched condition.
ExWO&C NLR Estimate $5000 - $8000

380 - RUSSIAN RKG-3 GRENADE
Rare Vietnam era Soviet manufacucture inert anti tank
grenade. Russian manufacturers mark and 1959 dated with
near all original brown-green paint finish and 385mm overall length. Rare seldom seen grenade for the collector. Ex.C
NLR

371

383 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Bag lot containing 8 assorted commercial 1911 magazines,
5 stainless Pachmayr brand and 3 blued. F-GC
384 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER
Antique British 1st Model RIC double action revolver, circa
1867. 4¼” .450CF cal round barrel with flat top marked
with Birmingham proofs plus Army & Navy CSL retailers
mark. The frame with 6 shot round cylinder and marked
with logo patent and cal. Metalwork with overall thinning
original blue, GC original checkered wooden grip with lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR

381

372A - BRITISH HANGER SWORD
British Officers Hanger, circa 1760, American revolutionary
war period. 67cm slightly curved blade with flat spine and
full length fuller. Traces of etching remain copper and steel
banded grip with knuckle bow. VGC

380

373 - WWI SOUVENIR BELT
WWI NZ veteran souvenir leather belt with 54 assorted buttons and badges. These belts were made by the Soldiers who
traded and collected the badges from fellow Soldiers. VGC
374 - WWI PROPAGANDA MEDALS
Seven assorted British WWI original propoganda faux iron
crosses. These were produced to mock the wide spread
awarding of the Iron Cross by Germany. GC

376

384

386

379 - AR10 RIFLE
Vintage Dutch Armalite AR10 select fire automatic rifle.
22” .308 cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug
and sights. The receiver with carry handle and integral sight
graduated in English. The receiver has three position selector and is marked with English proofs, calibre, Nato number
and ARMALITE AR10 mfd by A1 Nederland. Metalwork
has near all black finish. VGC black synthetic furniture. Includes 3x20R magazines. VGWO&C C&PLR

386 - RIC REVOLVER
A Belgian copy of the Webley revolver, circa late 19th
Century. 4” .442 cal round barrel with flat top and marked
BRITISH CONSTABULARY. Liege proof mark on the rear
of the round 6 shot cylinder. The frame with FD in diamond
makers mark for Ferdinard Dressen. Near all original blue
ExC checkered wooden grips with lanyard ring at the base.
ExWO&C CLR

388 - WEBLEY MARK I PISTOL
This gun has the major parts of the British WWI period MKI
Navy .455 automatic pistol. Parts consist of the barrel, slide
and frame with GC grips, grip safety and hammer as well as
magazine. Metalwork has pin pricked patina. FC CLR

377 - U.S MARK 1 GRENADE
WWI era inert fragmentation hand grenade with early type
twist lever fuze. The U.S MkI is a very desirable addition to
a grenade collection and were only made for a short period
of time. Missing pin. GC NLR
378 - IRON CROSSES
Imperial German WWI Iron Cross 2nd class with ribbon,
plus a WWII 2nd class version with ribbon. VGC

385 - WEBLEY R.I.C REVOLVER
British No.2 R.I.C double action revolver, 2⅜” .442 cal
round barrel with Birmingham proofs. The top strap marked
with retailer Trulock & Harris address. The frame with Webley patent and 5 shot round cylinder. Most overall original
nickel finish. VGC original checkered walnut grip with lanyard rings. VGWO&C CLR

387 - WEBLEY 1909 PISTOL
British semi automatic pistol, circa 1914. 5” 9mm Browning
Long caliber barrel with original fixed sights. The slide is
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD London & Birmingham
9m/m AUTOMATIC pistol and winged bullet logo. Metalwork has near all original blue with all over minor scratching. VGC hard rubber grips with lanyard ring at the base.
VGWO&C B/CLR

375 - FRAMED DEATH PENNY
Framed WWI ‘Dead Mans Penny’ for Private George Simpson B Coy NZ Maori Contingenet K.I.A 21.8.15 on Hill 60
assault at Gallipoli. VGC
376 - M26 HAND GRENADE
U.S and NZ military Vietnam war Inert fragmentation hand
grenade. Near all green paint with yellow markings and
1965 date on the body and 85 on the fuze. Ex.C NLR

382 - L1A1 BAYONET
19½cm blued blade, blackened alloy grips and steel scabbard. VGC

387

390

389 - WEBLEY 1908 PISTOL
British vintage semi automatic pistol, circa 1930’s. 3½”
.32acp cal barrel. The slide is marked WEBLEY & SCOTT
ltd etc. and caliber. Metalwork has dull original blue with
speckling. VGC original wooden grips. GWO&C CLR
390 - MP40 S.M.G
German WWII Submachine Gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel with
original end nut sight and strengthening rib, it is marked
with Army eagle and British proofing. The receiver is
marked MP40 bnz 41 (Steyr 1941) the gun is also Waffen
amt marked in several places. Upper and lower serial number and stock are matching but others are mismatched.
Metalwork has most overall blue. VGC original Bakelite
stock and grips. Complete with original sling and magazine.
VGWO&C C&PLR
Estimate $5500 - $7000

19
391 - 1928A1 THOMPSON SMG
US WWII Military Issued Submachine Gun. 13” .45acp
cal fluted barrel with cutts compensator and POL inspectors mark on the side of the chamber. The receiver has basic
battle sight with Auto Ordnance address and patent numbers as well as THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN and US
MODEL OF 1928 A1 with Savage prefix. Unlike most examples encountered, it is marked with the US Military issue
flaming bomb behind the magazine (not lend lease). Metalwork has most overall original blue with some pin pricking on the lower edges. Lower number as often the case is
mismatched. VGC original woodwork with reinforcement
screw through the butt. Includes its 20R magazine and 5 cell
pouch. VGWO&C C&PLR

401 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI bolt action rilfe. 27”.303 cal barrel with original sight and bayonet lug. The receiver is
ordnance marked and has Winchester manufacture code
plus fitted with range sight. Metalwork has near all blue.
The woodwork is most likely a replacement but is original
type in near perfect condition and complete with swivels.
ExWO&C ALR

393

402 - SMLE No.1 MKIII RIFLE
British Military WWI period Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with original sights. Bolt and gun are mismatched
numbers. The wrist markings are hard to make out but are
Crown/GR? SHT LE 191? III. Metalwork with dull original finish. Correct woodwork with stock disc and webbing
sling. GWO&C ALR

391

401

392 - M14 SLINGS
Three olive green webbing Military slings for the M14 rifle
with steel fittings VGC

403 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII No5 SMLE. 20” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and flash hider with bayonet lug. The receiver with tangent sight and marked No5 MKI ROF (1) FTR
(8) 1945 and serial number matching on the bolt and wrist
which is marked 1945 ENGLAND. Metalwork with most
thinning original finish. VGC woodwork complete with
sling. VGWO&C ALR

393 - STEN GUN
Unusual Sten MK 2/3 Submachine Gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with Mark III type shroud construction but without the
central rib, fitted with foresight ventilating holes underneath
and sling swivel and case deflector. The magazine well has
finish SA marking and faint STEN ?? MK? markings. The
underside is marked MK 2/3. Metalwork has near all black
finish and fitted with T stock and 32R magazine. VGWO&C
C&PLR

404 - SMLE No.4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked
NO4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist N↑Z marked.
Metalwork with most overall original finish. GC beech
stock with sling. GWO&C ALR

394 - STEN SLING
Original WWII British Military webbing sling for the SMG
broad arrow plus makers and 44 date. Unissued VGC
395 - STEN LOADING TOOL
Original WWII era steel and brass magazine loading tool for
the Sten SMG. Some staining to the blued finish. GC
396 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military marked, olive webbing and brass
sling. In as issued ExC.

405 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese Army WWII bolt action rifle. 31” 6.5 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is
without dust cover but is marked with type 38 characters
and mum is intact. Side rail with Kokura arsenal mark and
metalwork has dark original finish with some pinpricking.
GC original woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

402

397 - VICKERS BARREL COVER
Canvas lace up barrel cover for the Vickers MG. Australian
issue clay colour. ExC

406 - TWO ARISAKA RIFLES
Project/parts rifles. One is a sporterised type 38 6.5 cal rifle
with full length barrel which has had the wood cut in front of
the barrel with swivel. The second is also a type 38 rifle with
shortened barrel and fully sporterised stock. FWO&C ALR

398 - ENGRAVED BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
Rare factory engraved and cased presentation model 1900
pistol, circa 1905. 4” 32acp cal barrel. Metalwork has nickel
plating, profusely engraved with foliate designs and blued
small parts. Marked with FN Herstal address and Browning patent. Some loss of plating at the edge of the mother
of pearl grips. Contained in its original FN marked leather
bound case with green velvet lining. VGWO&C CLR

407 - PERSIAN ARTILLERY LUGER
Very rare model 1936 Persian Artillery Luger rig. 8” 9mm
cal barrel with original sights correctly marked in Farsi. The
chamber is marked with the Shah of Irans crest and also
with Farsi inscription and serial number on the sides. The
chamber is also marked Mauser in Farsi. Metalwork has
near all its original salt blue and straw colours. ExC checkered walnut grips and correct nickel and alloy magazine
with Farsi number. Complete with its original stock and holster and rod. A surperb example of this very rare Luger with
only around 1000 made. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $8000 - $10000

399 - ENGRAVED BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Nice quality factory engraved nickel plated pistol. 3½”
.32acp cal barrel, the slide is fully foliate engraved and has
early style FN Herstal address as well as marked ENGR
DRF at the rear. The front grip strap and sides of the trigger guard are engraved. Some minor speckling to the finish.
ExC original tusk grips and original magazine with nickel
plated base. VGWO&C CLR
400 - CHINESE PRESENTATION PISTOL
Rare Chinese ornate pistol used as a gift between the Chinese Government and another country, circa 1990. The pistol is a Norinco model 204/type 64 pistol that features 24K
gold plating and inlay panels in the Jing Tai Lan style of
layered enamel work with pine stone, nanhong agate and
ivory. The grips feature dragon design. Contained in its ornate presentation case of the same style. Some flaking of the
plating to the extra magazine. Each one of these very limited
pistols is unique and this is the only one we have seen in NZ.
ExWO&C CLR Estimate $11500 - $15000

Reminder - This Auction is on a Saturday, not Sunday
due to the venue change. There will be a lunch menu
available. Check our website for any updates

404
403

409

399

405

408 - BULGARIAN LUGER PISTOL
Rare Bulgarian model 1908 Luger pistol, circa 1910. 4”
9mm cal barrel with DWM logo over the chamber and Bulgarian Lion proof on the side. The toggle is also marked
with the Bulgarian Lion crest. The safety is marked in Cyrillic and the frame has a lanyard ring at the base of the
grip. Metalwork has most original blue and thinning to grey
around the chamber and other holster wear marks. VGC
original grips. Correct unnumbered original magazine with
its original leather holster and extra magazine. A hard to find
WWI central powers pistol. VGWO&C CLR
409 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
German WWII P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with 1939
date on the chamber as well as Waffen-amt and acceptance
marks. The toggle is code marked 42 for Mauser. Metalwork
is thinning into grey in areas with some bruising and pin
pricking. VGC original checkered wooden grips, all visible
numbers are matching except the magazine which is a WWI
type. GWO&C B/CLR

20
410 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US Military, circa 1913, pistol. 5” .45acp cal barrel with
fixed sights. Metalwork has all over parkerised re-finish and
most of the markings have disappeared and you can only
make out part of the Colt address and serial number. Slide
release is extended style replacement. Smooth wooden grips
and later Colt marked magazine. F-GWO&C B/CLR

424 - JGA TRAINING RIFLE
German WWII S/Shot JGA/ANSCHUTZ training rifle. 26”
.22lr barrel with original sights and Nazi Germany commercial proofs as well as JGA over the chamber. Near all original bright blue and ExC sporting woodwork. ExWO&C
ALR

411

425 - NZ MILITARY M62 WINCHESTER
NZ Military marked training pump action rifle. 23” .22lr
round barrel with original sights, as well as Winchester
markings it is marked N↑Z and SP/S/456 and a sold out of
service mark, serial number in the 849 thousand range. Most
overall original blue thinning at the chamber end of the barrel. GC woodwork with original butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

411 - STEYR HAHN PISTOL
Chilean Military Model of 1911 Steyr-Hahn semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm Steyr cal barrel, the slide with fixed
sights, charger guide and marked EJERCITO DE CHILE,
crest Steyr 1912 mod 1911. Metalwork with most overall
blue with speckle staining, worn but original wooden grips.
GWO&C B/CLR

412

412 - STEYR 1909 PISTOL
3½” .32acp cal barrel with patent information, original
sights and Crown/N proofs. The frame with Steyr address
and has a small area of pinpricking around the Pieper Patent
mark and trigger area of the right hand side otherwise VGC.
Metalwork has most blue and fire blue to small parts. VGC
original hard rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR

413

413 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
WWII Italian semi auto pistol. 3½” .380 cal barrel, the slide
with Gardone address, caliber and 1940 date. Metalwork
has typical plum colour to the slide and near all bright blue
to the frame. VGC original PB logo grips. VGWO&C CLR

414

414 - GLISENTI REVOLVER
Italian model 1889 revolver. 4¼” 10.4mm cal octagonal barrel. The frame with swing trigger has SFARE GUT arsenal
mark. Metalwork has near all blue. ExC checkered walnut
grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C CLR

423

424

415 - GLISENTI HOLSTER
Scarce original brown/green leather holster for the Italian
model 1889 revolver. Complete with strap. VGC

417 - LUGER MAGAZINE AND TOOL
WWI type with wooden base plate magazine for the P08,
plus a stripping tool. GC

420

418 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET
Knife bayonet No5 MK1 for the SMLE carbine or Sterling
SMG. 198mm fully blued blade marked in circle 1947. VGC
twin screw wooden grips and blued steel scabbard. VGC

425

431 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
Un-named antique English percussion revolver, circa 1850.
3½” 120 bore octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof
which is also on the 6 shot cylinder. Action is bar hammer
double action only with recoil shield over the nipples with
simple foliate and borderline engraving. Metalwork with
stained patina. GC checkered grips. GWO&C NLR

427

422 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
US semi auto rifle. 16” .22lr cal blued barrel and action with
original sights and fitted with 4x15 Tasco scope. Metalwork
with near all blue and ExC wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR
423 - MARLIN PAPOOSE
US Model 70P take down semi auto rifle. 15½” .22lr cal
blued barrel and action with most overall finish and original
sights. Some chipping to the varnish on the wood stock. Includes bag and extra 7R magazine. GWO&C ALR

429 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER
Belgian Lefacheux type antique, circa late 19th Century,
pinfire double action 6 shot revolver. 6” 11mm cal round
barrel with octagonal breech Cylinder with Belgian flutes
and metalwork has aged white finish to the frame with most
blue to the barrel and cylinder. GC walnut grips. Action indexes but doesn’t stay on full cock, otherwise VGC NLR
430 - SMALL PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique Lefacheux type open frame pinfire revolver with
folding trigger. 2” 7mm cal octagonal barrel, cylinder markings are hard to make out but are GUARDIAN AMERICAN MODEL OF 1878. Metalwork with flaking nickel and
wooden grips, action at fault. FC NLR

426

420 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
German semi auto bull pup rifle. 25” .22lr cal threaded barrel with flash hider and original sights. Carry handle with
red dot scope. Metalwork is turning plum colour on some
of the barrel. ExC synthetic stock with extra magazine and
includes its box. VGWO&C ALR
421 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
US semi automatic rifle. 18” .22lr cal blued barrel and action with 4x32 scope and original sights. Metalwork with
near all finish. VGC wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

427 - BOND FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa early 19th Century, Flintlock muff pistol by
Bond. 1½” .50 cal rifled turn off barrel marked underneath
with Birmingham proofs. The boxlock with concealed action is engraved with stand of flags and BOND CORNHILL
LONDON. Metalwork has nice dark grey patina. VGC slabsided grip with blank shield shaped escuheon. VGWO&C
NLR
428 - JEFFRIES FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique boxlock percussion flintlock, circa early 19th Century. 2½” .45 cal turnoff barrel marked 4 and corresponding
4 on the gun with London proof marks. The action has concealed trigger and is marked Jefferies. Metalwork has dark
grey original patina. VGC slab sided one piece grip with
blank silver escucheon. VGWO&C NLR

416 - LUGER HOLSTER
WWI 1916 dated brown leather hard shell holster for the
P08 pistol. GC

419 - TWO LUGER MAGAZINES
Two WWI P08 magazines. One with near all nickel finish,
the other with speckled loss to the nickel. VG&GC

426 - TRANTER REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1850’s, first model Tranter double trigger revolver. 6” 54 bore/.44 cal octagonal barrel missing the foresight. Marked with London proofs (also on the cylinder) and
B COGSWELL 224 STRAND LONDON. The frame with
Tranter patent rammer and borderline engraving as well as
foliate designs at the rear and front. Metalwork has overall
original blue with some flaking/staining and loss to the right
hand side where it has been in the case. GC one piece grips.
Contained in its original case with W Watson & Son retailers trade label with flask mold & rod. GWO&C NLR

428

432 - LANG TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1850’s, gas seal percussion revolver. 6” .54
bore ocragonal barrel marked Joseph Lang London. The action is at fault and metalwork is heavily pitted, fluted original grips are broken on both sides. PC NLR

429
431

21
433 - WILLIAM PAPE FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1860, percussion shotgun. 30” 12 bore damascus browned barrels with central rib marked W R PAPE
NEWCASTLE ON TYNE. Engraved at the breech and has
platinum blow out plugs. The action is also engraved and
has ½ cock safeties. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork with steel mounts and engraved patch box shows handling wear. Contained in its canvas covered oak box with
trade label, flask, sling, spring clamp, nipples and glass oil
bottle. GWO&C NLR

442 - MK5 STEN GUN
British WWII Sten S.M.G. 8” 9mm cal blued barrel with
bayonet lug, the magazine is marked with ↑ STEN MK5
M/78. The underside is also marked M/78 with intertwined
SV and serial number. The gun also has a London proof
mark on the side of the chamber. Metalwork has an all over
zinc type silver coating and most small parts are blued and
its believed to possibly be for guard use. ExC woodwork
complete with 32R magazine. ExWO&C C&PLR

433

434 - MARTINI CADET RIFLE
Australian Military Martini action training rifle. 24½” 310
cadet cal barrel with original sights and BSA address. The
receiver also has a BSA trademark and Commonwealth of
Australia D↑D and rack number (matching on the butt).
Metalwork with dark dull overall original finish. GC woodwork with handling marks. GWO&C ALR
435 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Martini action MKIII Artillery carbine. 21”
.303 cal barrel with iron sights. Chamber stamped NZ 98.
Metalwork has dark patina with areas of heavy pitting.
Woodwork with hand dimpled wrist. FWO&C ALR

434

442

444 - SS DAGGER
A very scarce and desirable Nazi German early model 1933
SS dress dagger. 215mm unsharpened blade with clear motto MEINE EHRE HEIST TREUE and the otherside with
makers logo -GOTTLIEB HAMMESFAHR SOLINGEN
FOCHE-. The blade with correct rounded spine and with
only a few minor marks. VGC ebony grips with silver Eagle
inlay and SS insignia, both with minimal gaps. There are
a few minor hairline cracks in the grip. The correct nickel
silver crossgaurds are in ExC and with nice tight fit to the
grip and blade without gaps, the lower guard is marked III.
ExC black steel and nickel silver scabbard. The hanging
strap is marked with RZM mark and makers code M5/8 and
ADRGM. The grip is fitted with Officers silver cord portepee. A top example of an early SS dagger. ExC
Estimate $5000 - $6000

436

436 - BSA MARTINI TARGE T RIFLE
English single shot falling block target rifle. 29” 220 long
rifle cal heavy barrel. Action with BSA logo and Parker Hale
sight. Metalwork with most blue and GC target woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

437

437 - WINCHESTER RIFLE
US Winchester model 94 lever action rifle, circa 1964. 20”
.32 special cal barrel with original sights and full length
magazine. The receiver is fitted with a Lyman elevation
peep sight. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish.
ExC woodwork with steel butt plate. ExWO&C ALR
438 - MARLIN 39A RIFLE
US lever action Golden 39A take down rifle. 24”.22lr cal
barrel with modified to 10R magazine. Original foresight
and rear removed and Marlin address. Fitted with Bushnell
four power scope. Metalwork with near all original blue
thinning on the receiver. VGC semi pistol grip stock with
swivels. VGWO&C ALR
439 - WINCHESTER 1906 RIFLE
Pump action 06 rifle chambered in 22 short, circa 1916.
20” Round barrel with adjustable elevation sights. Barrel
marked with Winchester address and patent date. Metalwork retains near all refinished blue thinning at muzzel end.
Woodwork is in GC overall with butt stock having been repaired at some point. G-VGWO&C ALR
440 - 12G VICKERS MACHINE GUN
A custom built one of a kind Vickers type machine gun in
12G. 33” barrel with bell flash hider and ventilated shroud.
The action uses a gravity fed hopper system on top and also
has an adjustable rate of fire on the Fusi spring. The trigger,
handle and cocking system are a direct copy of the Vickers.
Metalwork has near all blued finish. Fitted to a Browning
M2 style mount. Great talking point and a unique firearm for
the MG collector and built to a very high quality. ExWO&C
CLR
441 - NZ KERR MACHINE GUN
A one of a kind 303 cal light machine gun developed by
Royal NZ Airforce Armament Engineer Kerr in the 1950’s.
He is believed to have also been working alongside Charlton with this as another competing development. It was an
incompleted parts project and was completed by another engineer years later. 26½” 303 cal barrel with flash hider and
MG42 style ventilated shroud with offset sights similar to
an Owen gun. The action is fed by a Bren magazine. Metalwork with most original finish. VGC wooden stock and
pistol grip. VGWO&C C&PLR

443

439

443 - MKII STEN GUN
British Military WWII Sten Submachine gun. 6” 9mm cal
barrel with post war British proof and fitted with a comtemporary custom made silencer. The magazine well is marked
STEN MKII and ↑ S&S on the underside and inside the
trigger guard. Metalwork like the previous lot has a zinc
type silver coating and raw aluminium silencer. Includes its
magazine. VGWO&C C&PLR

445 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE
WWII Nazi German Hitler youth knife. 14cm blade correctly without motto for period. The ricasso is marked
RZM logo and in 7/27 code with 1939 date for Pumawerk
(Lauterjung & Sohn) Solingen make and has leather washer.
VGC checkered bakelite black grips with diamond motto
in translucent red, gold, black & white. Most plated finish
with some loss on the hilt. Complete with its steel scabbard
correctly without lip and has its leather frog and about 2/3
of its finish. VGC
446 - GERMAN CROSS
Scarce and highly collectable WWII Nazi German Cross
in gold. These were awarded for bravery or achievement
in combat. Blackened enamel Swastika with silver edge
and surrounded by gold laurel wreath on red enamel background. Blackened silver star. The back with four hollow
fine rivets and flat pin. The highlights of the badge show a
nice amount of wear. Approx 62mm accross. VGC

435

447 - IRON CROSS
WWI Second Class Iron Cross. VGC
438

448 - NZ ARMY UNIFORM
WWII Vintage NZ Army uniform with dress jacket, trousers
and cap plus a Sam Brown belt. Some moth damage to the
side of the hat otherwise GC

450

445

446
449

449 - RED CROSS DAGGER
WWII Nazi German period Red Cross Officers model dagger. 250mm blade with a few areas of speckle staining.
Burnt orange celluloid grip. Complete with pebble grain
scabbard with hanger. Some loss of plating to the scabbard.
VGC
450 - GERMAN RAD DAGGER
Nazi German period labour service enlisted mans dagger.
245mm blade with etched ‘work enables’ motto and marked
with Rad and original Eickhorn logos. Some scattered
speckling and flaking to the plating on the stag horn grip
and scabbard. VGC

22
451 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
WWII German Naval Officers dagger. 250mm blade with
etched Navel design and marked with original Eickhorn
Solingen and Rabbit logo. Most gilt to the guard and pomel.
White celluloid grip with brass twisted wire. The scabbard
has lignting bolt design and some dents, complete with
hanger. VGC

462 - BAYARD PISTOL
Vintage Belgian model 1908 semi auto pistol. 2¼” .32acp
cal barrel, slide with original sights and caliber markings.
Frame with Pieper address and bayard logo. Metalwork
has dull blued finish turning grey above the safety and with
some holster pitting. Original grips broken on one side.
FWO&C CLR

451

452 - WWI LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The charger guide with small US
Importer marking. The wrist marked crown/GR BSA Co
1916 SHT LE III *. Metalwork with dark patina. Woodwork
with all over handling marks. GWO&C ALR

452

453 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ Military Long Tom Lee Enfield. Modified to SMLE
specification with 25” SMLE 303 cal barrel with correct
Long Tom sight. The wrist is marked Crown/VR ENFIELD
1899 LE I*I and has lobbing sight. GC NZ marked woodwork complete with magazine. VGWO&C ALR

453

454 - LEE ENFILED No.4 RIFLE
British Military modified to Range rifle NO4 MK2 SMLE.
25” 303 cal barrel with modified foresight. The receiver
with 1955 date and the rear sight has been removed and has
Centoral mount without sight. Metalwork retains most overall blue. GC forewood with target swivel, the butt stock has
checked repair at the rear. GWO&C ALR

467
454

455 - DE LISLE CARBINE PROJECT
An unfinished project replica of the famous WWII silenced
45ACP cal bolt action carbine based on the SMLE rifle. 16”
silencer with 45acp cal barrel without baffles fitted. The receiver has tap holes for scope base as well as fitted with
new magazine well with 1911 detachable magazine. Most
overall finish. GC woodwork. Requires feed work and baffles fitted to operate and is sold as a project gun. VGC ALR
456 - GERMAN FIELD CAP
WWII Afrika Korps M40 tropical field cap. Kahki cotton
with gold eagle and black, white and red cockade. Twin ventilation holes each side, green lining, with faint hard to make
out makers mark and 1942 date and 64 size. Item shows
wear and use and has been in a collection for over 50 years.
Also includes photo of German soldier. VGC

455

464 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Italian WWII pistol. 3.9” 380acp cal barrel threaded for silencer, slide with Gardone address. Metalwork with most
original blue thinning on the slide. GC original grips and
includes extra magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR
465 - COLT LIGHTNING RIFLE
Antique, circa 1885, medium frame lightning pump action
rifle, circa 1885. 26” 38CLMR (38-40) cal octagonal barrel
with full magazine modified to 10R, original sights and early Elliots patent and Hartford address as well as caliber. Early frame without dust cover and marked with serial number
in the 7000 range on the lower tang Metalwork has traces
of original blue in concealed areas. GC original woodwork
with typical aged crack in the forend. VGWO&C ALR
466 - WINCHESTER ‘86 RIFLE
US Model 1886 lever action rifle, circa 1902. 24” 38.56 cal
round barrel with full magazine with dovetail bead foresight
and sporting rear. The barrel is marked with Winchester address and patents as well as nickel steel smokeless mark and
38 W.C.F, the frame is fitted with Lyman adjustable sight.
The upper tang is marked -MODEL 1886-. Metalwork has
most blue to the barrel and magazine while the frame finish
has thinned on the upper and lower sides. VGC woodwork
with crescent butt. VGWO&C
467 - GERMAN ARMY BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi 1937 pattern Wehrmacht aluminium pebble
grain buckle and leather belt. VGC

456

457 - GERMAN PENANT
Nazi German triangular Swastika penant with twin copper
eyelits. The Swastika has a textured finish and the white part
is well overlocked, measures 29x19cm. VGC

459

458 - GERMAN ARMY BOWL
Large 22cm wide x 10cm high round China WWII German
bowl. Marked with Army eagles and makers logo with 1940
date. VGC

470 - JAPANESE TANTO
WWII Era small Japanese tanto. 16cm blade with dark
brown lacquered wood handle with Chrysanthemum motif,
the scabbard is brown lacquer with red accent. The vendor
purportes this to be part of a capture prize with Nambu pistol from the Pacific. GC

462

460 - NAGANT REVOLVER
WWII Soviet Model 1895 revolver. 4½” 7.62 cal barrel with
original sight. The frame is dated 1940 and has Tula arsenal
mark. Most overall dulling blue with some pinpricking. Action is working on single action only. F-GC B/CLR

472

470

468 - GERMAN ARMY OFFICERS BELT & BUCKLE
WWII German round aluminium buckle with green and silver twead parade belt. VG-ExC
469 - GERMAN WATER POLICE BUCKLE
Uncommon WWII German Wasserschutz-polizei buckle,
aluminium construction with gold wash and FLL 40 makers
mark. Includes leather tab. VGC

460

459 - TOKAREV SUPER 12 PISTOL
Soviet T-58 Tokarev pistol similar to the Tokagypt pistol. 4
¼” 7.62 cal barrel plus an additional 9mm cal barrel. Slide
with fixed sights and original markings. Metalwork with
near all original blue. ExC black plastic grip. As well as extra barrel it has an extra magazine for each caliber. VGC B/
CLR

461 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian, circa 1960’s, semi auto pistol. 3½”.32acp cal barrel, slide with FN Herstal latter style address. Metalwork
retains near all bright blue, ExC original grips and includes
its original plastic box with manual, rod and extra magazine.
ExWO&C CLR

463 - BERETTA 1935 PISTOL
Italian WWII possible foreign contract or late war semi auto
pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel, the slide is without typical Beretta markings and is only marked with the serial number
which is matching on the frame which is also marked with
an M behind the grip. Metalwork has near all original blue
thinning where carried. VGC original hard rubber grips.
VGWO&C CLR

471 - MAXIM 1910 MACHINE GUN
WWII Soviet heavy machine gun. 28” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with fluted water jacket. The action is marked 1944 with
Tula arsenal mark. Near all original blue and green paint
finish to the water jacket. Includes Sokolov mount, 3 ammo
cans and link. ExWO&C CLR Estimate $6000 - $7000
472 - TAVOR 21 RIFLE
Isreali Weapons Industries Bull Pup rifle. 14” 5.56 cal barrel
with original flash hider. The receiver is fitted with Mepro
Mor optic and marked IWI Tavor 21 etc. 3 Position selector above the grip. Synthetic one piece stock with some
handling marks. Includes its 30R magazine. VGWO&C
C&PLR

23
473 - H&K MP5 SLING
Green webbing with parkerised steel fittings sling for the
German 9mm SMG. In unissued ExC

487 - RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 5¼” 44-40 cal barrel. Polished
stainless metalwork without significant scratches. ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

474 - UZI BARREL
Unused replacement 9mm cal barrel for Uzi SMG. 10” barrel plus bird cage flash hider. ExC
475 - UZI BAYONET
Bayonet for the Uzi SMG, 165mm blade. All over parkerised finish and original plastic scabbard. Unissued ExC

488 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
US single action revolver. 6¼” .22lr cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with some holster scratches on the barrel. VGC original wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
479

476 - UZI MAGAZINE
Rare 40R Uzi 9mm SMG magazine. All original matte blue
finish. ExC PLR

489 - UBERTI M1862 REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a US Civil War Confederate Percussion revolver. 7¼ .36 cal octagonal to round barrel with near
all blue. Brass frame and wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

480

477 - SCORPION HOLSTER
Original leather flap holster for the Czech VZ61 Machine
pistol. VGC

490 - UBERTI NAVY REVOLVER
Italian model 1851 Navy London cap and ball single action revolver. 7½ .36 cal octagonal barrel with brass bead
sight. ExC case hardened finish on frame and loading arm
with near all blue finish on the barrel and cylinder with roll
engraved Naval scene. ExC wood grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

481

478 - SCORPION MAG POUCHES
Two twin cell 20R leather magazine pouches for the Czech
VZ61 Machine pistol. VGC
479 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
US model ‘94 lever action rifle, circa 1923. 20”.25-35 WCF
cal barrel with original buckhorn sights and half length
magazine. Metalwork has ExC re-blued finish. The rifle is
fitted with a tang mounted Lyman peep sight. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

491 - REPRO WALKER REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a Colt Walker Percussion revolver.
9” .44 cal octagonal to round barrel. Metalwork has most
blued and case colour finished with some scratching. GC
woodwork. GWO&C B/CLR

484

480 - SAVAGE M99 RIFLE
Vintage US lever action model 1899 take down rifle. 20”
.303 Savage cal barrel missing the sight hood and the foresight and is marked with Savage patents and caliber etc.
Metalwork has thinning overall blue turning grey where it
has been carried. GC woodwork with checked repair near
the takedown latch, complete with swivels. GWO&C ALR

492 - REPRO DRAGOON REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a Percussion Colt 3rd Model Dragoon. 7¼” .44 cal octagonal to round barrel with Military
type sight. Metalwork has most blue and case colours with
handling scratches. GC wood grips. GWO&C B/CLR

483

493 - PATTERN 1853 SWORD
British Military Cavalry sword. 32½” slightly curved flat
back blade with twin fullers and is makers marked ROBT
MOLE & SONS BIRMINGHAM as well as Crown/GV
MCLE and another hard to make out ordnance mark. Iron
3 bar hilt with 237 rack number, some staining to the blade
and steel scabbard. As used in the NZ Land Wars. VGC

482

481 - SAVAGE SPORTER RIFLE
Vintage US bolt action sporting rifle. 24” 25.20 cal blued
barrel and action with 4 power scope. Most overall finish,
VGC wooden stock. VG-GWO&C ALR

486

482 - FRENCH 94 WINCHESTER
Pre WWI French Military Winchester model 1894 contract
rifle. 20” 30.30cal barrel with full length magazine and replacement sights fitted. The saddle ring has been removed
from the frame. Metalwork has all over refinish. VGC
woodwork with correct French contract swivels on the butt
and front band. VGWO&C ALR

487

489

483 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
US lever action carbine, circa 1913. 20” 44-40 cal barrel
and ½ mag with Winchester markings also on the tang and
action with saddle ring. Metalwork with grey to dark patina.
Worn but GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

496 - WWII GERMAN ARMY SABER
33” plated blade with twin fullers and Eickhorn oval logo,
Gold gilt guard with National Eagle with outstretched wings
and Leopards head with glass eyes. Complete with black
steel scabbard. VGC

495

485 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE
Vintage 1915 Model Falling Block rifle. 23” .22lr round barrel with dull blue and scattered pin pricking. Grey Stained
finish to the receiver. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
486 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
Very rare original model 1899 sporting bolt action rifle. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and caliber marked in
front of the back sight. The receiver is marked PATENTED
AUG 6TH 1884 through to 1887. The chamber is marked
HG (called in for home guard use during the war). Metalwork has nearly all original blue starting to dull in areas.
ExC original sporting stock with checkered wrist and steel
butt plate. Includes its original 5 shot magazine. Original
sporting configuration Remington Lee rifles are extremely
rare with only about 12 known to come to NZ. ExWO&C
ALR

495 - GERMAN CAVALRY SABRE
Pre WWI German Cavalry Sabre. 32” etched blade with
twin fullers and flat back. Shagreen and wire wrapped grip,
hilt with carved features and Lions head. Includes plated
scabbard. Some flaking to the plating and gilt. VGC

492

484 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE
Vintage 1915 Model Falling Block rifle. 23” .22lr cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork with all over blue with speckling
to the barrel. GC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

494 - PATTERN 1912 SWORD
British Military Cavalry Officers sword. 35x1” blade with
twin fullers and etched design and makers marked Henry
& Wilkinson Pall Mall London as well as Crown/X6/E ordnance mark. Shagreen and wire wrapped grip with ornate
cup shaped guard marked ?16/26 S↑S. Complete with leather bound scabbard. Some staining to the blade and inside of
the guard otherwise VGC

497 - RAD PLAQUE
Wooden plaque with labourer in field in large penny design
over a Hitler Youth emblem and 1979 dated enscription. GC

494

496

498 - US ENTRENCHING TOOL
WWII US Army folding entrenching tool marked US
AIMES 1944. Most green paint finish and includes its webbing pouch. VGC
499 - WWI SOUVENIR BELT
Unusual WWI Soldiers webbing souvenir belt decorated
with an assortment of buttons and badges (30 in total) including Royal Engineers, Canadian Infantry and Highlanders, flaming bombs etc. VGC

493

498
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500 - BERTHIER CARBINE
French model 1916 Mannlicher-Berthier carbine. 16” 8mm
cal barrel with iron sights, bayonet lug and stacking hook.
The action marked Etts Continsouza MLE-M-16 and has
large type magazine. Metalwork with dark blued patina.
VGC woodwork with sling. VGWO&C ALR

511 - S&W 459 PISTOL
4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with S&W markings and adjustable sights. Metalwork with alloy frame has near all original finish. VGC original grips. Includes 2x13R magazines.
VGWO&C B/CLR

500
503

512 - BERETTA 92 MAGAZINES
Two 30R magazines for the Beretta 9mm pistol. GC

501 - CARCANO CARBINE
Italian WWII M38 Mannlicher Carcano Carbine. 17½” 6.5
cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet. Chamber
with roman numerals, 1940 date and hand done markings.
Metalwork with thinning original finish. GC woodwork.
GWO&C ALR
502 - POLISH M44 CARBINE
Cold War era Mosin Nagant Carbine. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug, however, the bayonet is missing. The chamber is dated 1954 and has Radom
arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all original blue finish.
ExC original wooden stock complete with sling and cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR

513 - BERETTA 92 MAGAZINES
Two 17R 9mm magazines for the Italian pistol. GC
514 - SIG P226 MAGAZINES
Five MecGar 18R and one Sig 20R 9mm magazines for the
P226 pistol. GC

501
504
505

516 - HAKIM BAYONET
Bayonet for the Egyptian Harkim rifle. 20½cm blade partially blued. GC wooden grips and steel scabbard. GC

503 - CZECH MAUSER RIFLE
Czech post war variant of the K98. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The side of the receiver is
marked with CZ Brno address and has a large snow trigger
guard. Metalwork has all over Military blue and VGC laminated wood stock. VGWO&C ALR

517 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 RIFLE
A nice collectors example of a vintage, circa 1926. 24” .22lr
cal octagonal barrel with original sights, ¾ magazine modified to 10R and marked with New Haven address and Patent
information as well as MODEL 90 .22 LONG RIFLE. The
tang also has Winchester tread mark. Metalwork retains almost all original dulling blue to the barrel and the edges are
still sharp. The takedown receiver is turning grey. ExC high
grade walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

506

504 - K98 RIFLE
A German WWII replica Sniper rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel
with iron sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked ax
41 and Waffen-amt marked. Fitted with reproduction side
mount and fitted with a genuine WWI sniper scope. The
scope is marked VOIGTLNADER BRAUNSCHWEIG 3X
& GEW 7230. This optic is clear and is very rare on its own.
The gun has all over Russian capture re-blue. VGC laminated stock with cleaning rod and repro sling. VGWO&C ALR

518 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE
Vintage US pump action rifle. 23” .22lr cal round barrel
with 3¼ magazine modified to 10R. The barrel with original
sights is marked MODEL 62 Winchester trade mark 22SL or
LR. Metalwork has most original bright blue to the reciever
and traces of blue to the barrel. VGC woodwork with original butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

507

505 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Swedish Military M96 modified to M38 specification short
rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with SM target rear sight. The
chamber is Obendorf marked and 1900 dated, the matching
number bolt has been modified to turn down type. Metalwork has most overall thinning blue finish. Woodwork has
been sanded at some point and still has the stock disc sling
and cleaning rod. G-VGWO&C ALR

519 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
US vintage pump action rifle, circa 1920. 20” .22lr cal round
barrel with full length magazine modified to 10R. New Haven address and the chamber has SP/N/523 homeguard marking. Metalwork with dark patina with some pin pricking,
butt stock has been repaired. F-GWO&C ALR

509

506 - SIG P226 PISTOL
US manufacture Sig Sauer semi auto P226 TACOPS Model
pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with fibre optic foresight
and fixed rear sight. Metalwork with near all finish. ExC
original grips. Includes one 15R magazine and 3x20R magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

520 - WINCHESTER ´92 CARBINE
US lever action saddle ring carbine, circa 1915. 16” 38-40
cal barrel with button magazine. Receiver missing saddle
ring. The metalwork has dark patina. Woodwork with many
handling marks. Action is at fault and trigger fails to function and missing stock screws. FC ALR

510

507 - BERETTA 92 PISTOL
US manufactured model 92FS pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel,
slide with fixed sights, decocker/safety and all markings.
Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original wooden grip. ExWO&C B/CLR

521 - BSA RAYLOCK RIFLE
British vintage semi auto take down rifle. 24” .22lr cal barrel
with original sights. Metalwork with near all original blue.
VGC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

511

508 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel slide with
fixed sights and near all finish. Polymer frame without
finger grooves (2nd gen). Includes “lunch box” and extra
magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

522 - AMERICAN DERRINGER
Modern US M-1 American Derringer Corp Waco Texas 2
barrel Deringer. 3” 10mm cal stainless barrel and action
marked with model, cal and maker details. ExC deluxe
hardwood grips. Includes original box. ExWO&C

518

509 - GLOCK 17L PISTOL
Now seldom seen long slide version of the Glock pistol. 6”
9mm cal barrel with open top slide and adjustable sights
with some handling marks. GC polymer frame. VGWO&C
B/CLR
510 - S&W MODEL 14 REVOLVER
US double action target revolver. 6” .38 special cal barrel
with adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all original
blue and case colours. Fitted with Pachmayr grips and includes its original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

515 - ANTIQUE RELOADING TOOLS
Two brass antique, circa early 20th Century, shotgun reloading tools. One marked L&S, the other is incomplete. F-GC

523 - REMINGTON DERINGER
US double barrel No3 model Derringer. 3” .41RF cal barrels
with extractor and one line Remington Arms Co address.
Metalwork has dark patina, worn but GC original grips.
GWO&C CLR

520

517

521
522

523

25
524 - COLT 1908 PISTOL
US model 1908 hammerless vest pistol, circa 1919. 2”
.25acp cal barrel, slide with integral sight and Hartford address etc. Metalwork has most overall blue and case colours
with some handling marks. VGC original hard rubber grips.
VGWO&C CLR

524

525 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Early WWI period commercial private purchase semi auto
pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights
and early style Herstal address. Metalwork has most dulling
original blue with handling mark. GC original bone checkered grips. GWO&C CLR

536 - ULSTER BULLDOG REVOLVER
British double action copy of the Webley RIC. 3” .450 cal
octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs, the top strap
is marked THE ULSTER BULL DOG and the back strap
marked with retailer address BRADDELL & SON BELFAST. Metalwork has most original finish to the barrel and
cylinder and fading on the frame. VGC original grips. Includes its period holster. VGWO&C CLR

525

526 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Browning semi auto pistol, very similar to the previous lot
just 140 numbers away and shows some staining to the top
of the slide. GWO&C CLR

527

527 - H&R PISTOL
US vintage, circa 1916-22, semi auto pistol. 3½” .32acp cal
barrel with original sight, side marked H&R SELF-LOADING etc. Metalwork has some original finish with most of
the slide turned grey and pin pricked. VGC original grips
missing safety lever otherwise FWO&C CLR

537 - TWO BRITISH REVOLVERS
A pair of antique, circa 1860’s, cartridge revolvers based
on a Tranter action. 5¼” .380RF cal octogonal barrels with
Birmingham proofs, also on the 5 shot cylinders. Metalwork
has dark patina and is without makers marks or patents but
have serial numbers stamped above the triggerguards (later
addition). GC wooden grips with ejector rods in the butts.
GWO&C CLR

528

528 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
4” 38 S&W cal barrel marked on the top strap WEBLEY
& SCOTT LTD etc. Metalwork is in ExC, original grips
and lanyard ring. Hard to find a better example in as new
ExWO&C B/CLR
529 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
with S&W markings and original sight as well as US Property mark. Frame with logo, metalwork with most original
parkerised finish and some handling scratches. GC wooden
grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

535 - MARTINI ENFIELD ARTILLERY CARBINE
British Military conversion of Martini Henry to Martini
Enfield MKI configuration. 22” .303 cal barrel with original sights and ordnance marks. The receiver with Martini
Henry 1880 III markings and the otherside with 1896 ME
303 I markings and cyphers. Metalwork with aged patina.
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

538 - HOPKINS & ALLEN REVOLVER
Vintage US double action only hinged frame revolver.
3” .38 cal barrel marked with address and SAFETY POLICE Model. Near all nickel finish. VGC wooden grips.
ExWO&C CLR

529

530

539 - YOUNG AMERICA REVOLVER
US H&R double action pocket revolver, circa early 20th
Century. 2” .32 cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork with all
original nickel finish. ExC carved hard rubber grips. Hard
to find better. ExWO&C CLR

533

540 - TRANTER REVOLVER
English early cartridge, circa 1860/70’s double action revolver. 6” .450 cal octagonal barrel marked with retailer
Cogswell & Harrison address and Birmingham proof also
on the 5 shot cylinder. Metalwork has flaked nickel finish
with areas of pitting and foliate engraving to the frame. The
action is at fault and pin removed. GC original grips. Includes a re-partitioned and relined case with oil bottle rods,
key and hammer tip/pin. FC CLR

530 - WWI G98 RIFLE
Imperial German Gewehr 98. 30” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is marked with
Mauser Obendorf address and 1917 date and acceptance
marks. Metalwork has dark original patina. All numbers are
matching except the bolt which is correct type. GC original
stock with swivels and cleaning rod. VGWO&C ALR
531 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet M91/30 rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel, chamber with
Izhevsk arsenal marks. Metalwork with most overall arsenal
reblue. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

532

532 - 1895 MAUSER RIFLE
Bolt action Military Mauser rifle most likely Orange Free
state Boer War Chilean Mauser. 29” 7x57 barrel with rear
sight graduated to 2000 metres. Chamber with out markings. Side rail with DWM address. Metalwork with grey
patina. GC stock with unit marking M.J.BOT HA.69
GWO&C ALR

536

533 - PORTUGESE MAUSER RIFLE
Portugese Military Model 1904/M39 rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with correct sights graduated to 2000 and crest over the
chamber. Side rail with Portugese M1904 & DWM markings. Metalwork with dark patina. Bolt is missing the rear
safety section. GC woodwork with sling. GC ALR

538

534 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
Conversion of a Martini Henry rifle to carbine configuration.
20” .303 cal barrel with original sights and ordnance and NZ
marks above the chamber, the sides have Royal Cyphers and
1882 IV I Martini Henry markings as well as 1895 ME 303
marks. Metalwork has dark original patina. GC woodwork
with stock disc and swivels, has been shortened infront of
the band and has cleaning rod slot. GWO&C ALR

539
534

535

541 - WINCHESTER ‘92 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1919, US lever action rifle. 24” .44-40 cal
round barrel with full length magazine (10R) and original
sights, address and caliber markings. The front magazine
band has been re-attached at some point. The tang is marked
MODEL 92 -WINCHESTER- etc. Metalwork has grey
overall patina with traces of finish. VGC woodwork with
period swivels and crescent butt. VGWO&C ALR
542 - WINCHESTER ‘92 CARBINE
US lever action saddle ring carbine, circa 1925. 20” 44-40
cal round barrel with full length magazine (10R), carbine
sights and marked with address and caliber. Receiver with
saddle ring and tang marked MODEL 92 -WINCHESTERtrademark etc. Metalwork has dark grey finish. VGC woodwork with some handling marks. VGWO&C ALR
543 - MARLIN 1889 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1893, lever action rifle. 24” 44-40 cal round
barrel with full length magazine (10R) and rocky mountain
sights. Marked with New Haven address and 1889 patent
date and caliber. The top strap marked MARLIN SAFETY.
Metalwork has cleaned grey finish with scattered pinpricking. VGC woodwork with original butt plate with small chip
to the base. GWO&C ALR

543
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544 - STEVENS 520 SHOTGUN
Vintage US pump action shotgun, circa 1940’s. 28’ 16g barrel with bead sight and caliber markings. The receiver with
J STEVENS SAVAGE address and Model 520 although it is
520A configuration frame and tang safety. Metalwork with
traces of thin original blue. GC original woodwork with replacement butt pad. G-VGWO&C ALR

550 - BARNARD TARGET RIFLE
NZ made Barnard single shot target rifle. 24” 6mm PPC cal
stainless heavy barrel marked 6PPC 2650 NECK. Action is
fitted with a Weaver T-20 Micro-Trac AO scope. GC metalwork. Target wood stock shows wear and has a fine split in
the butt. GWO&C ALR

540

545 - SKB SHOTGUN
Japanese Under & Over shotgun. 28” 12g 2¾” chamber
barrels with full and ¾ chokes. Single trigger action. Most
overall blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

551 - NORINCO JW23 RIFLE
Chinese bolt action .22 rifle styled on a K98 . 21” .22lr cal
barrel with rear sight removed and Tasco scope. Metalwork
with near all blue. ExC woodwork, includes 5R magazine.
ExWO&C ALR

542
541

546 - RILEY ROOK RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, sporting rifle. 25” Octagonal barrel with twin leaf rear sight and marked W.S RILEY
LONDON etc and is most likely .380 long caliber. Metalwork has most original blue to the barrel and the action is foliate engraved with case colour hardened finish and has side
lever mechanism. GC checkered woodwork. G-VGWO&C
ALR

552 - THREE RIFLES
Three single shot .22 rifles. Belgian ‘Bulls Eye’ 22 Flobert
rifle and a Piepers patent Flobert plus a Winchester 1902 .22
short rifle. FC ALR
553 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE
US single shot falling block rifle. 24” .22lr round barrel with
pitted patina. Action at fault as the lever will not stay closed
when cocked. FC ALR

547 - DICTATOR REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1880’s, US single action revolver. 2¾ .32RF
cal barrel. The top strap is marked HOPKINS & ALLEN
DICTATOR and patent. Metalwork has near all nickel finish. ExC original hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

554 - TWO SHOTGUNS
German Geco side by side 12g hammerless shotgun. 29½”
barrels with full chokes and most blue. Twin trigger action
with case colour finish. GC woodwork, plus a Birmingham
Ansun and Co side by side 12g boxlock with 30” 12g barrels
with full and ½ chokes. Grey patina and woodwork shows
use. FC G&FWO&C ALR

548

548 - TRANTER SALOON PISTOL
English late 1900’s single shot Tranters patent Saloon pistol. 10” .230RF octagonal barrel with W JEFFREY London
address. Metalwork in the white and GC original grips.
GWO&C CLR
549 - BRNO STOCK
Vintage Czech BRNO M21 bolt action sporting rifle. Walnut stock, right handed cheek piece, rubber butt pad fitted
and the grip cap and all mutual parts are missing. GC

555 - TWO BAYARD SHOTGUNS
Two Belgian side by side Bayard brand shotguns. The first
is a 12g hammer gun with blued barrels and case coloured
action in VGWO&C. The second is a hammerless version in
16 guage with some staining to the action. Woodwork with
scratches and chip in the butt. GWO&C ALR

547

556 - TWO SHOTGUNS
English Bonehill side by side hammer shotgun. 30” 12g barrels with most blue, the action in the white. GC woodwork
shows wear and is GWO&C. Plus a similar Belgian J Rouge
hammer shotgun also in 12g and has a grey patina and relief
carved action in FWO&C ALR
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550

544

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS

ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

ALR
BLR
CLR
NLR
PLR

Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
No license required
Prohibited firerm/magazine license

CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on lots
contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
553 Great South Road. Penrose.
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
carvellsauctions@gmail.com
Website
www.gunauction.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1642. Auckland. NZ

* Due to changes in legislation around prohibited magazines and the permits for these being issued centrally, they will not be available for pick up at the auction.
These will be stored for you and pick up / delivery arranged once your permit has been issued. For more information or any questions about this please call us.
We will have an Arms Officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding off the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax, email or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue. Payment must
be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delays hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our courier
requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a Police Officer validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to
us from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols & restricted weapons require a permit to procure before delivery
EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for
you. An export license will need to be obtained. We charge a $80 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder will charge you for
the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take
around 4-8 weeks. For an estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on the commission / buyers premium
portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and
will be charged at that rate plus packaging. Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged
12% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be
charged on the buyers premium only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full discretion
to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or
lots from the sale without in either case giving
any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault
or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the
accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we catalogue all such items
as they appear to be, this is in line with major
auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder
to satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute
arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to
be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare
the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than
the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and
no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller
or his agent to impose a reserve.

6. The purchaser to give his name, address,
firearms license details and to pay for all lots
in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of
which matters the lot or lots purchased may be
immediately resold.

10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible
for any injury or damage to persons or property
through attempts to fire any firearms which are
sold as collectors items only, this also applies
to all ammunition.

7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall
of the hammer and are to be taken away at the
buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if
the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk
of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or
paid for, they may be sold immediately without
prior notice being given to the defaulter.

11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding
on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be
accompanied by a signed photo copy of your
firearms license. Only successfull bidders will
be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We
dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable
drop point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all
care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also applies to
items sent by post.

8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted
invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Payment must be made on the
day of the auction unless prior organised with
Carvells Auctions. Payment oftions are Eftpos,
Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques and internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to
the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/
Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service
charge will apply. Note the bank often has a
limit of around $2000 per day for eftpos

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: Payment must be maid
on receipt of invoice.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish
a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however
bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be strongly persued
through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item
and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.
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Back Cover - lots, 198 - Mauser C96, 407 - Persian Luger, 199 - FN 1903, 88- Browning Hi Power & 197- Mauser Red 9
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